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With 20 yean' leadership in the design and
manufac'ture of civil and milita.ry transport
and training aircraft, PERCIVAL'S more
recent developments-the PRINCE aDd the
PROVOST-have achieved outstanding success
in commercial and Service aviation.
The PROVOST, side-by-side two-seat Basic
Trainer, fitted with the Alvis LeonMes .engine,
is fully equipped for modern all-weather
flying, Bnd its performance and handrllng
qualities are perfect for a t,rainer. Winner of
competitive Service trials, the PROVOST Is
in large-scale production for the ROYAL
AIR FORCE.
The PRINCE, powered again by "Leonides "
engines, and in world-wide use 'as a civil
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communications and ps " " flying classroom"
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The initial dudes ~f the PEMBROKE-R.A.F.
version of the PRINCE-include passenger
transport, freighting, long-range ferrying,
supply dropping and casualty evacuation.
For civil o.peration the PRINCE serves in
many countdes throughout the World for
executive travel and with internal airlines,
carrying 8 to U passengers. Princes have also
been supplied to the British Ministry of Civil
Aviation for radar pnd radio aids, calibration
and testing. Its exceptional capacity, comfort
and high performance meet the exacting
demands of worM-wide operating conditions,
whilst versatility is exemplified by the SURVEY
PRINCE, the only modern British aircraft
developed especially for aerial photography,
mapping and land survey.
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give this month detai'ls of the forfhcoming National
Co,mpetitlons, In the belief that It may be of some help
to others who are contempl'ating similar centests. we are
giving the Jtlll text of the system of marks as well as ,some extracts
from the Regulati,ons. These competitions vary a little from country
to co'untry and we I'earn from each other's experiments. For
instance. we believe that our system of allOWing individual entries
gives a fairer ,over-all picture of a pilot's capabilities than if we
were tied to on:e entry per Club, as In the last Argentine Con~ests.
On the other hand. the hosts, the Derby and Lancs. Club, are again
penalised becaIJse they will be sO occupied with the details 'of the
Contest that most of them will have no time to compete themselves.
And as one tends t,o think of National winners as probable International Winners also. it Is sad that they should 'be inadvertent,ly
left out of the picture just because they were on the organi,sing
side rather than the flying side.
Competition practice is a great help to a pilot. Some peop'le
can never do' their best in direct competition-their nerves will'
always betray them-whereas others seem to be spurred on In, a
remarkable way and put up a performance that they would find it
hard to equal Qn an ordinary Sunday flight, That is where COAstant
practice, especially under contest conditions. is of enormous benefit.
Like publ,ic speaking-the more one does, the 'easier it gets. 'It
might be a good idea if more inter-Club competitions could be
arral\ged, to be run under the same rules as NationaJI contests.
That would help to loosen the inevitable' tension experienced by
the pilot who has not preViously flown in a big competition. besides
getting him accustomed to flying from other airfields than his own.
One gets to know the li'kely p'laces for thermals so well on one's
own field; strange ones can seem very Inhospitable from a height
of anything under a thousand feet. especially when time is of the
essence. The ·accustomed co,mpet'itor can assess his chances much
more tranqUilly and 'it is a great advantage to him.
This Contest wHI see the debut of the 'Skylark,' the new
S\lingsby sailplane. We would like to wish it a most successful
meeting. and hope that it will conquer the skies of England in the
same way as its predecessor the • Sky • triumphed in Spain. The
World Championships will be held on tllis same site next year. so
thiS year's comtest will serve as a grand rehearsal.
2
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NATIONAL GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Great Hucklow, Derbyshire

July 2s--August 3

period of the Contests will be from 0900 hours
T HEB.S.T.
on July 26th to 1800 hours B.S.T. on

of any higher gliding qualification than a' C ' Gliding
Certifica te.

August 3rd. Pract<ice flying will be permitted on
July 25th, and while no marks will be awarded for
flights on this day, a Daily Prize will be given.
No pilot may be nominated unless he or she : (a) Holds a ' C ' Gliding Certificate.
(b) Holds a Silver Badge, (lr has had at least 20
hours' solo flying, of which 5 hours must have
been hill-soaring, in gliders up to 1,250 lb.
aU-up weight.
(c) Has compl'eted a cross-country soaring flight
of at least 50 km. distance.
(d) Has done at least 10 winch launches.
(e) Holds a valid F.A.l. Competitor's Licence.
If) Has satisfi~d the Organisers that he or she is in
current flying practice, for which purpose
pilots .should have their personal log-books
availaDle.

NATURE OF THE CONT.ESTS.
One of the following Tasks will be set by the
Organisers before each day's flying : (I) Flight to a Goal predetermined by the
Organisers. (This may be a straight flight, an
Out-and-Return or a flight round a triangular
course) .
(2) Flight to a Goal predetermined by the pilot.
(Ol1t-and-Return declarations wm be accepted,
but written .evidence of having been over the
turning point must be received by Midnight
the same day, from an Official B.G.A. observer
or a recognised airfield controller).
la) Straight distance flight in a direction predetermined by the Organisers.
MARKING.

HANDICAPPING.
The Championships are open to all types of gliders.
Entries will be handicapped into three categories,
based on !\s,pect Ratio. Category I, with aspect
ratios of 17.0 and above, wil'l be Scratch; Category
11 with aspect ratios between 17.0 and 14.0 will
receive a bonus. of 10 per cent. of all marks earned;
and Category IB, with aspect ratios of 14.0 and below,
will receive a bonus of 331 per cent. of all marks
earned. 'Aspect Hatio' will be defined as :
Span'

l. -GENERAL.-Marks will be awarded for dis-

tance, and in some cases for speed; while in other
cases marks will be awarded for reaching a predetermined goal. All these will be called ' Basic
Marks.'
The Basic Marks earned by every flight will then
be adjusted for the Handicap Category concerned.
The' Adjusted Marks' thus obtained will then be
subjected to a ' Daily Factm,' by which the flight
with the g,eatest number of Adjusted Marks, each
day, will receive 100 ' Points'; all other Adjusted
'Marks being reduced to Points in the same proportion,
thus : b
P=IOOxa
where P= Points fQl- the flight concerned.
a=Highest Adjusted Marks for the day.
b = Adjusted \'I'larks for the flight concerned.

Gross At-ea (Hef. A.P.970. AL 4t). Appendix I and :t
In the case of two-seater gliders, if necessary, the
weight of the air-crew complete with flying clothes
and parachutes will be made up by the addition of
fixed ballast to an average weight of 170 lb. per
crew member.
CHAMPIONSHiP CLASSES.
The Championships will be divided into two
classes : (1) The Team Class, in which two or more pilots
must be nominated.
(2) The Individual Class, in which one pilot only
may be nominated.
~o glide, may be entered in both classes, and no
pilot may be nominated in more than one glider.
xlarks will be awarded to gliders, not to pilots.
Only the best flight of the day, by each glider, will
score marks.
To qualify {or tIle Team Prize, a glider must -score
marks when flown by at least two pilots of its team;
while in the case of a two-seater, no individual pilot
must be on board the aircraft during all its markscoring flights.
A passenger, other than a nominated pilot, in a
competing two-seater glider, must not be in possession
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mSTANCE MARKtNG.
(a) All distances for the pu,pose of marking (' d '
in the subsequent formulae) will be measured along
the line of the route being attempted; and will be
taken as the distance in miles from the Take-off point
to the projection on that line of the' landing point.
. In Tasks (Il and (2),. ' d ' will never be considered
as greater than the full distance, ' D,' from the Takeoff point to the declared goal, Le., no extra marks will
be gained by flying on beyond a goal.
The following symbols will be used ill the subsequent distance marking formulae : N = Basic distance marks.
d = Distance in miles of the flight concerned
(as defined above).
D = Distance in miles from the Take-off point to
the ultimate declared goal (i.e., the full distance of an Out-and-Return, if applicable).
3

(c) In Task (2) speed will not be taken into account,
but a successful flight to the declared goal will
earn Basic Goal Marks il) accordance with the
following formula : -

(b) Tasks (L) and (:3) Distance marking will be
given by the formula N =d.
(c) Task (2) Distance maddng will be given by the

d'

r

formula N=D
(d) No distance marks will be awarded for flights
of less than L5 miles.

G=3
where G=Rasic Goal Marks.
N =Basic Distance Marks for the flight
concerned (See Section C.2.(a).)
In the case of an Out-and-Return, the completion
of each leg will earn Basic Goal Marks, a.nd in this
case' N ' will be taken as the Basic Distance marks
for the leg concerned.

:3. GOAL 'MARKING (Additional to the Distance
marks described above).
(a) A successful goal flight is made by landing
within 1,000 yards of a declared point; or
within the perimeter if the destination is.. an
airfield.
At the destination, normal circuit and
approach rules must be observed. Any complaint by airfield authorities, if found to be
reasonable, will result ill loss of all marks
gained by the flight; or, in a serious case,
disqualification from the Charnpionships as a
whole.
(b) In Task (I). a successful flight to the declared
goal will earn Basic Goal Marles, dependent
upon the ground speed at which the course was
covered, in accordance with the following
formula : D
S=5(V-T)x100
where S=Basic Goal marks for speed.
V=Ground speed in miles per hour of the
flight concerned (See details below).
1'=' Target Speed' in miles per hour for
the Hand.icap Category concerned (See
details below).
D=Distance in miles from the Take-off
point to the declared goal, as in Section
C.2(a) above.
The times that will be used fol' calculating ground
speeds will be the time at which a glide: carries out
a predetermined manoeuvre for observatIOn purposes
'll1d the time of touch down as recorded by an
Observer at the destination.
The basic Target Speed of the day wlll be determined by the slowest aircraft to complete the course,
and will be taken as 5 miles per hour less than the
speed of the slowest aircraft.
vVhatever Handicap Category the slowest aircraft
is in, the Target speeds for the three categories will
always be in the ratio of 7 : 6 : 4 for Categories I, H
and II 1.
Thus, if an ' Olympia' (C'1tegory Il) is the slowest
aircraft at 25 m.p.h. then the basic Target speed is
20 m.p.h. for Category H, and the respective speeds.
for Ca.tegories I, 11 and III would therefore be 23.3,
20 and 13.3 m.p.h. If, however, a • Prefect' (Category Ill) is the slowest aircraft, still at 25 m.p.h.,
then the basic Target speed is 20 m.p.h. for Category
I H, and the respective speeds for Categories I, Il and
III would be 35, :30 and 20 m.p.h.
Note.-lt will be seen tl~a.t this formula always
gives the slowest aircraf~ l:~ complete ~he cour.se
a bonus of 25 per cent. of hiS distance marking; while
an aircraft (in the same Handicap Category} 5 m.p.h.
faster will receive a similar bonus of 0() per cent., etc.

NATIONAL GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIP
A NUAL AWARDS.
THE KHISLEY CUP

To the Gliding Club whose glider earns the greatest
number of Points in the Team Championship.
THE LONDONDERRY CUP

To the winner of the Individual Championship.
L. Du GARDE PEACH TROPHY
To the winner of the Team Championship.

THE

THE FIRTH VICKERS TROPHY

Best performance b.y a British pilot in a British
designed and built glider.
THE

Eml

CUP

For competition among entrants of whichever type
of British-built glider IS numerically the strongest
in the Contests, awarded to the entrant of the
glider of that type which earns the greatest number
of Points in the Contests_
THE FURLO:-lG TROPHY

To the entrant of the two-seater glider earning the
greatest number, of Points in the Contests.
THE SLlNGSBY TROPHY

To the pilot making the most meritorious flight in
a ' Sedburgh ' two-seater glider.
YEARLY AWARDS.
The following Cups and Trophies are also open to
Competition by British nationals for the year ending
31st December : DE HAVILLAND CUP
Greatest height during the year.
MA:-IIO CUP
Best goal flight during the year.
VVAKEFIELD TROPHY

Longest .distance during the year.
YOLK CUP

Best Out-and·Return flight during the yeM.
SEAGEH. CUP

Best two-seater performance during the year.
There is a total of 37 entries-the hi/1:hest ever received.
No,

A ;rcra!t

Name of Enfmlll.

.~·allle,'

of Pilofs (Caplaill
bald /)'pe)

of

Im",

I:-IDIVIDU.\I, CLASS.
I. 'Sky'
P. A. Wills
2. 'Sky'
Lolldon G.C.
3. • Olympia I Frank Foster
4.

• i'll1 13a'

Royal Naval Gliding'
&:. Soar,ing A~SOc.

5.
6.
7.

• Skylark)
I Olympia t
'Olympia'

8.

• \Vcihe.·

9.

'Kite II '

F. N. l;lingsby
D..... Smith
Surre)' G.C.
Surrey G.C.
Andre", ConlSOll

P. A. Wills
G. H. Step~enson
Frlnk Foster
Lt. Cdr. O. A. J. Goodhlrt
Lt. Col. A. ~. Deane-Drummond
D. A. Smith
C. W. Dowdall
W. A. H. Kahn
Andrew toulson

(Colllj~J\led

4

al fool
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ITALY

Appenines Crossed
a Ilmmal

AJOR MANTELLl in the course of
training flight in a 'Canguro' sailplane
M
succeeded in crossing the Appenines on the 22nd
April.

.

He took off at 1 p.m., from the aerodrome of
Peretola (Firenze), towed by a • Piper Cub' piloted
by Commandante Magrini. At 400 metres he

by Sailplane

released and finding the atmospheric. conditions
favourable he decided to make the crossing.
No other glider pilot has ever attempted this flight
but Major Mantelli-direetor of the Military Gliding
School-succeeded brilliantly, landing h:vo hours
later at the aerodrome of Bologna. We reproduce
his barograph below.

NATIONAL GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPScontinued from previous page.
No.

Ai-remit

10.

oSedbcrgh
T21B •

Name of E"trant

.l\'I1U1CS

0/ Pilots lCaptai." 0/
1'"111

R.A.J'.G.S.A. No. 7
Area Gliding Club,
Middleloll St. Gcorse

TEAM Cl.ASS.
11.
Olympia'

Army G.C.

\2.

i

Brislol G.C.

13.

'Olympia'

j

~pl.

Lo Simpsoa

j

D. L. Mlrtlew
r. S. \villiamson

0

15.

(Olympia'

16.

0

17.

'Olympia

18.

0

Gull IV'

19.

0

Weihe'

20.

0

Sky'

21.

I

Olympia'

22.

I

Ol)'mpia '

Olympia'
I

I. D. ~onts
M. ]. Hodgsoll
G. E. ~lil1el'
J, )f. Halm
8. R. Wbittield
J. Grautham

A. R. I. Austin
A. B. Adaml
J. 1'. W. Gaskell
sity G.C.
Imperial College G.C. W. N. Tonkyn

Cal}lbridg~

Prefect'

J4.
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camoridgc Univcrsill' G.c.

A irem/t

Name of Elltrant

23.

• Olympia'

R. G. Freclleville

Univer-

2..

0

25.

• Kite Ha' F. C. Irving

R. D. Dlcklon
R G Ftechevillc

• Olympia'

28.

0

29.

30.

32.
33.
3..
35-

36.
37.

Hickling/Collon

I. H. Hicklin,

J. L.

Collon

F. G. Irvinl
L. J. W. Hall

O. N.illft
M. V. I,aurie
',olessor 8. O. Vlrlty
R. C. Stafford-Alien
R. M. H. Ooodhall
A. H. Wlrminctr
Olympia' A. H. Warnunger
B. Could
I Olympia'
A. H. Val<'S
A. H. Vat"
G. Nixoll
Yorkshire Soaring •• ~. Piell:
'Petrel'
S. C. O'Gradl'
Syndicate
A. de Redder
A:r.e. Home Com- F/Lt Il. O. Pinott
mand.
Gliding' FIO E J. )Ieddings
Instructors School
A.T.e.
No.
168 K. W. C)'Rilt,
'~~?h
H, G. How
Gliding School,
Delling
0 Sedbergoh
A.T.C.
No.
106 S. R. Dodd
1'21B'
Gliding
School, F. E. AlIen
Henlow, Deds.
Sedbergh A.T.C.
No.
89 S/Ldr F. R. E. Hayte
Gliding
School, PlO J. C. Allan
T21B '
Christchurch
No.
49 W. D. ~Impion
• Scdb\:rgh .\.l'.C.
Gliding
School, B. Longstaff
T2IB'
Nc:wton, Notts.
'Sedbcrgh Cumbridgc Univcr- A. L. '-. Altunder
G. S. Neumaon
sity G,C.
T2lB'
Sedbergh Imperial Collegc G.C. R. A. B. Maetl.
P. Murdl.::11
T'lIB'

0

27.

A. G. Dram

~. A. P. Ellis
G. H. Lce
W. F. ~ordln
J. F. Godley
D. C. Snodgrass
R.A.F.G.S.A. Weslern S/Ldr R. H. 'ellinl
Area G.C., Cos[ord F/Lt T. Page
Association of 2nd ~pl. McKtrcher
Tactical Air Force Cpl. Brenoan
GUding Clubs
Empire T<'St Pilots P. L. Biscood
School. Fanloorough .... D. Dick
Empire 'rest Pilots E. C. Rill
School. Farnborough C. H. Macfie
J. D. Pricc
)Ia.ior C. G_ Dormall Major C. 8,. Dorman
S. Mori50ll

Olympia'

26.

I,oudoll G.C.

SoulhdoWIl G.C.

NA",es of Pilots (Cap!a,,,
team boM lype)

\V. A. S. Murray

P. \Venham

Olympia

No.

bold type)

0

0

Olympia'

)1. V. Lanrie

Prof. G. C. Varley

~.
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CLOUD

I~ORMS

OF THE JET STREAM

The study of upper air winds has become Increasingly
lmpor,tant with the higher cruising altitude of civil
aircraft. The jet streams, great fast-flowing r,ivers of
air at or near the cruising altitude of Jet airliners,
present particular pr()blems of navigation and turbulence when elleountered. They are difficult to detect
and forecast, and this article describes what may
prove to be a valuable means of visual Identification.

approach, Sawyer and llett developed evidence that
there is a relationship between cloud and jet stream,
but they were not able to place the centre of a jet
stream within 200 miles.
During the slimmer of 1952, Dr. Vincent J.
Schaefer, working on the possibility suggested by
Sawyer and Ilett, made a series of observations which
indicated the probability that jet streamS may often
be located from the ground by visual observation of
cloud formations. For nearly ten years. Dr. Schaefer.
a General Electric scientist, observed and sometimes
photographed a sp.ectacular pattern of clouds in the
vicinity of Schenectady, New York. \Vhen high
altitude isotach charts, prepared by \VBAN Analysis
Centre in \Vashington, were added to the facsimi'le
network in the spring of 1952, the opportunity arose
for correlating field observations of cloud forms with
the observed location of jet streams. The following
is based on a paper read by Dr. Schaefer before a
meeting o-f the American Meteorological SOCiety last
January. The paper reports the preliminary results
of a phase of field research conducted during the
summer of 1952 by the Atmospheric Research
Project of the Munitalp Foundation. an organisation
fostering pure research in the fielrl of Jneteorology.
\Vithin a few weeks of observation, it was discovered
that a combination of specific and rather spectacular
cloud types invariably coincided with the close
proximity of the jet stream. The diagram below
illustrates the position of the jet stream as shown by
the \\TBAN charts during several different field
observation periods during the spring and summer
of 1952. Observations made on these days and more
than 20 other periods when the reported position of
the jet stream coincided with the site of field observations have established the following cloud types as
forms which may be utilized to establish the location
o'f .the jet stream.
1. High Clouds (H. and H,)-Cirrus streamers of
gl-eat eomplexity moving at high velocity and
showing long tufted streamers, complex shear lines.
and massive whorls. Fig. 1.
2. High Clouds (H.)-Cirrocnmlllus in blanket·
ilike masses scattered in a random fashion although
sOmetimes in a line showing evidence of being at the
crests of undulations in the stream. Clouds sometimes
changing in character, shifting rapidly to cirrus
streamers or showing fine structured waves at very
high altitude. Some blankets show high order
Tync1all spectra in green, red and other colours when
near the sun. Fig. 2.
:3. Middle Clouds (1VI. and M7 )-Altocumulus
lenticular wave clouds sometimes in great profusion
with large lateral dimensions in the direction of flow
of the stream. Often with considerable vertical depth
and piling up in many layers. Such clouds show
little apparent relationship to ground topography,
although they are basically" standing clouds' and,
therefore, do not exhibit rapid movement except
when snow Is shed from them. V.rhen this occurs.
long streamers may extend downwind for many miles
to emphasise the high velocity nature of the air.

flying at hig,her altitudes where
·ITHwindsaircraft
W
of great velocity are encountered, wina
has maintained, if not actually increased, its impor.
tance as a factor to be reckoned with in any air
operation. This is especially true where wind, by
extending or limiting aircraft range, can determine
the feasibility, physical and economic, of an operation, and it is perhaps ovenvork~ng the issue to point
out that if the ultimate effectiveness of increased
speed is to be realized, .range should be increased
somewhat proportionately.
The phenomenon of jet streams has posed particlllarly great problems and possibilities in this
respect. Jet streams present certain problems of
turbulence and navigation when encountered, but
they present especially great problems of detection
and prognostication if they are to be effectively
nWized when possible and avoided when necessary.
That jet streams can be effectively utilized for
transport operation. seems to be proven by the fact
that Pan American World Airways is presently
flying passenger-carrying 'I3oeing Stratocmisers'
{877s) non-stop from Tokyo to Honolulu on a
regularly scheduled basis. Three flights per week are
flown on this 3,900·mile route, the longest non-stop
scheduled flight in the world, by using the prevailing
winds of the jet stream that blows along tne Tokyo.
Honolulu route during winter months at average
speeds of 70 to 80 miles per hour, at flight levels of
around 28,000 feet. Prior to a series of Pan American
test flights over the route ill late December and
January that proved the pmcticality of the non-stop
operation, Tokyo.Honolulu flights stopped at \-Vake
Island for refuelling. Non.stop flights take II hours
for the route instead of 18 via 'Vake, with the aircraft
averaging 855 miles per hour. Sidney M. Serebreny,
P.A.A. meteorologist, who was aboard the pmving
flights, said the jet stream should permit non-stop
serviCe from 15tb November to 15th April.
Investigations on prognostication and detection of
jet streams have been going on in many quarters .•
ln 11151, J. S. Sawyer and B. IIett undertook an.
investigation at the Central Forecasting Office,
Dunstable. England, in order to ascertain whether
the distributioll of medium and high level clouds near
the jet stream followed a recognisable 'pattern. The
value of such a method of detection was expressed by
Sawyer and Uett who said' If such a pattern existed,
it would be of value in the analysis of high levd
charts when fewer upper air soundings were available;
it might also permit the navigator of an aircraft to
recognise his position with respect to the jet strealn
from the state of the sky.' 3 Using a statistical
6
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easily seen by llsing as a reference point some distant
object. No trouble is experienced in observing the
high velocity, except with the lenticular forms which
do not move rapidly. Extremely rapid c10ucl changes
may occur with the cloud cover shifting from 1/10 to
9/10 and back to 1/10 in less than an hour. In several
instances, Dr. Schaefer has watched a storm form
along the apparent axis of the jet. The st0r1l1
development proceeded rapidly and suggested frontogenesis. lu most cases observed, precipitation under
tile axis of the jet stream has been limited to sporadic
sprinkles of rain or snow. As a rule, the weather
under the major axis and to the north has been
typified by cool crisp air, unlimited visibility, mostly
blue skies, and persistently fine weather.

'.Vhen near the sun, high order Tyndall spectra
colours are commonplace. Fig. 3;
4. Middle Clouds (Ma and M,)-Altocumulus. A
billow.type cloud which may extend from horizon to
horizon with the waves in parallel bands at right
angles to the air flow. At times the cloud sheet may
appear as a relatively thin layer with the units more
cellular in form. Fig. 4.
In addition to the four basic cloud types which
seem to be closely related to the main axis of the jet
stream, the following three other characteristics
have been noted.
HIGH VELOCITY
In all instances the clouds show evidence of the high
velocity characteristic of the jet stream. This is most

FIG.

2

.

.
11<

A combination of cloud types which Dr. Sclzaefer Izas shown to coincide with the proximity of the) et stream. FIG. 1. Cirrus
streamers seen moving at higlz speeds and Izigh altitude.
FIG. 2. Cirro-cumulus w?lich. sometimes shift rapidly to cirnls
streamers and often take on tints of green and red nea·r the sun. FIG. 3. Altocumulus piled layer on laye1' at altitudes of
about 20,000 feet. FIG. 4. Billowing altocu11!ulus which often extend f"olll horizon to horiz011, with parallel waves running
at right angles to the direction of the ai,' flow
(Continued atjoot of next p:lge)
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INDtAN GLIDER AIRBORNE FOR FIVE
HOURS.
Baron A. H. de Rosee remained airborne in an
Indian Built ]intermediary glider of ' Grunau ' baby
type, for five hours, nineteen minutes. The glider
took off at 12.15 hours and landed at 17.34 hours.
The pilot, it is said, could have remained much
longer had it not been for hunger and fatigue.
The glider was manufactured by the Technical
Centre of tile Civil Aviation Department, who are
now developing two-seaters and high performance
planes.

INDIAN GLIDING

Altitude Soaring Recor
A. H. DE ROSEE, a member of tile Delhi
BARON
Gliding Club set up an altitude record in soaring,
in an I Olympia' sailplane belOllging to tile club. He
took off at 14.22 hours and landed at 16.30 hours
having attained an altitude of 14,504 feet.
He released himself from the tug aircraft at 1,200
feet above aerodrome level which is 695 feet above
mean sea level. This is claimed to be the highest
altitude attained in soarillg flight so far in India.
The height was recorded in a Peravia type of
barograph.

DELHI GLIDING CLUB FIRST ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING.
'I'he first Annual General Meeting of the Delhi
Gliding Club was held recently at Delhi when certain
amendments regarding the managing committee
were carried out.

The Baron commented very favourably about the
weather conditions for soaring in India.

CLOUD FORMS OF THE JET STREAM-eontimled jrom previous page.
COHERENCY
In every instance when cloud formS have been
related to the jet stream, they have occurred in a
coherent pattern often extending from hori,zon to
horizon:

Since 1st May, 1952, Dr. Schaefer has been
accumulating photograpllic eyidence of cloud types
related to the jet stl·eam. Nearly 500 feet of time
lapse motion pictures have been secured thus far in
eastern and central New York, western Minnesota,
western Montana, northern Idaho, western vVyoming,
and southern Colorado. The general characteristics
of the type clouds in the various liegions are identical,
although local variations may be noted.
The use of clouds to establish the location of tile
main axis of the jet stream is limited,of course, to
those periods when lower clouds do not obscure the
sky or when. enough moisture is in the jet to permit
cloud formation. It has been. noted that the hour
after sunrise and before sunset is most favourable
for revealing high thin clouds related to the jet at
times when very little moisture is in the air.
An hour by hour study of the cloud forms related
to the jet stream illustrates many interesting features
of its high velOCity, meandering nature, and' micro'
structure. This is particularly Interesting when the
jet is relatively na.rrow in width. By employing a
visual method supplemented by time laRse motion
pictures over an extensive network, it is quite possible
that a much better understanding of the basic
dynamic properties of the jet stream may be obtained.

GUSTINESS
In about half of the cases observed to date, a peculiar
persistent gustiness in the air at ground level has been
noted. Although this feature has not yet been studied
in detail, such winds seem to be most common under
conditions having a dry adiabatic lapse rate. The
gustiness at grmmd level which seems to be related
to tile effect of the jet stre,am may be related to the
instability of the air. In a number of cases, small
stratocumulus cloudS with tops less than 8.000 feet
above the ground have displayed profound modification due to the j,et.
A preliminary check of the incidence of high winds
at the summit of Mt. vVashington, New Hampshire,
made by Mr. Raymond Falconer of the General
ElectriG laboratory, shows a high correlation between
such high winds and the close proximity of the main
axis of the jet stream to the mountain, It is quite
likely that the world record in reCorded wind velocity
at a ground station measured at Mt. Washington of
231 m.p.h, and similar excessive winds of the past will
show a high correlation with the presence of the
jet stream.
In this respect, Dr. Schaefer recommended to the
U.s. Forest Service that anomalies in forest fire
behaviour may have a similar relationship.

Dr. Schaefer suggests that the relatively dense
network of meteorological stations throughout the
world could be easily utilized for pinpointing the
location of the jet stream on an hourly basis following
the cloud identification procedure described in his
paper. This type of data, he says, supplemented by
aircraft pilot reports, should lead to a better concept
of the physical nature of the jet stream.

DETECnON OF THE JET STREAM
A preliminary' rule of thumb' method. for using
the foregoing cloud types and related characteristics
in establishing the near proximity to the observer of
the jet stream l-equires the appearance of at least
three of the cloud types described, along with evidence of high velocity movement and coherency, If
all four cloud types occur, the evidence may be
considered complete.

2. P. D. 'l'aggarl-Cowan'g Presidentia.l Addrcsg lo the Canadian ll'ranch
of lhe Royal :Mcteorological Society presents a resUn.le of the SCit.'ntific
papers. published on the jet stream and related ph<:l1omclla up to 1\Iarch,
1949,
3. Sawyer,), S., and lIett, B., 'The Distribution of ),Iecliulll. and High
Clouds llear the Jet streams.' The ilf.:li.mro!ogic(/l ,11aga'Jiilf" Vol. 80, No.
952. October, 1951, p. 277.

Our gmtcjuJ acknowledgments to • Shell Aviation News'
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UNPLANNED RETRIEVE
CLARKE

By E. W.
of us who were left On the greund after
T HOSE
Leith's launch (Unplanned Silver 'C '-May

Deeside, was either intoxicated by the exhaust fumes
or did not weigh up the situation because he leaped
deligl1tedly into the driving seat and J"ecklessly
thundered down upon the entire Essex constabulai-y
who emerged from their hideouts to watch us pass
through the almost deserted streets.
,,ye were given many doubtful gestures 011 our way
through but it seemed politic to ignore them: in any
case we were much too scared and were greatly
relieved to be out in the dark but friendly country
lanes once 1110re on the final stage of our outward
journey.
Leith, who had been ej,ected from the Airport
bar hours previOUSly, heard us coming wlren still
about two miles away, walked to meet us as we
turned into the Airport gateway. Fifty-five miles in
five hours.
The' Olympia' was just ,inside the hangar, already
derigged (all a part of the service at Southend it
seems) and nestling down beside Dr. james' minute
I Chilton.'
Stowage, with the aid of torches, toolc
only a few minutes and was considerably less than
the time taken to stow the 'bottled fluid found
reposing in the { Olympia' cockpit.
On the journey home power b€gan to f.ade after a
time and Tommy kept us amused by leaping madly
out of the ' Beaverette' when going up any slight
incline and walking on ahead to the crest leady -t@
jump 011 again when we drew level for the ensuing
rush down the other side. 'Ve were not a little
worried about the showers of sparks which were
fmm time to time being hurled back from the engine,
and probably this influenced us when Tommy
suggested that it might be a good thing to have the
plugs. cleaned. Foolishly we allowed him to try.
His final exasperating effort was to pour a pi.nt of
petrol on the roadside and then ignite same; its
purpose being • to remove the excess oil' when the
plugs were held in the flames. The two car drivers
who that night saw a weird figure chasing a ball of
fire down a hill whilst waving his arms and shouting
like a witch doctor may rest assured that it was only
Tmnmy as he juggled with the hot plugs. The plugs
were cleaned and replaced; Tommy was cleaned and
replaced; the engine started and we canied on at
exactly the same speed as before.
Eventually at fonr.thirty that morning, very cold,
tired and hungry, in the grey dawn we crawled back
into our own airfield. It is doubtful whether or nGt
we should have begun the jourlley, and certain that
we should have returned when the silencer fell off,
but we had to go on because retrieving cnnvs, like
the Mounties, always get their man.
'Ve all lean1 from experience and when those
experiences are pitiable and painful we seem to enjoy
learning all the l'nore,' viewed in retrospect.
EditOT's Note.-The writer has since qualified as a
tug pilot to carry out aero-tow retrieves.

issue) on. his' unplanned cross-country' were lost in
thought as we watched him soar the locality at
4,000 ft. plus until finally he disappeared into cloud
and was not seen again. Our thoughts turned at
once to retrieving and we hastily called a subcommittee meeting of the mechanical sub-committee
to discuss how to bring the fellow back. Taking
stock we found : ~a) The sadly battered old 'Beayer.ette' was
running on two pots, four wheels and one
brake.
(b) The CheVJolet was totally unserviceable.
(c) 'Doc' Cotton, who was with us, possessed a
gleaming new Standard Vanguard fitted with
a towbar.
\Ve decided to battle with the unknown rather
than allow' Doc ' to return home, nearly a' day late,
to an anxious wife who was waiting 80 miles away.
After all, time <l11d discomfort n1eant nothing to us,
for were we not enthusiasts? The decision was made:
Leith wOllld be retrieved by the ' Beaverette ' if an
aero-tow could not be an-anged.
The' fettling up , of the' Beaverette ' took nearly
two hours but as someone put it at the time: 'It
takes a go.od retrieve to get all the lights and things
back on the vehicles and in working order once more.'
The 'phone rang. Leith had landed the' Olympia'
at S(!)lJthend and although an aircraft was available
there was no tow rope. At ·our end we had an aircraft
and rope but no pilot. There was noehoice; it had
to be the' Beaverette.'
After a hasty check to ensure we had everything
for the journey on board we piled on the rugs and
flying suits and set course fOl' Southend Airport at
six o'clock. About five miles along the road the
silencer bOK fell oft, and, COil pled with the two
cylinders which were not firing, produced a difficult
situation, for the' Beaverette' sounded rather like
a 20 mm. cannon towing a :30' trailer. '!Ye ought to
have turned back but instead we accepted the
challenge of the ferociollsly bellowing , 13eaverette '
and' pressed on.' The technique evolved of running
into a town at high speed and then releasing the
accelerator pedal thus causing the noise to diminish
considerably. The vehicle was allowed to ooast
through as far as possible, th('m foot do'wn hard and
we were away; before the Law located the noise.
About nine o'clock we were entering the outskirts of
Chelmsford when I remembered that this was the
county town and usually it was swarming with
policemen on foot, on bicycles and in cars; remembering also the duff brakes, and being only too
painfully aware of the deafening exhaust, I felt
suddenly tired and suggested that perhaps someone
else might like to drive in order that I could conserve
my energy for the long trip h.ome. Tommy, from
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FROM SAILPLANE MARCH, 1947

13oginnors'

1.

Tile

PogO

of Glifling

"

VERONICA PLATT

T~lis article first appeared in ' The Sailplane' dtwing
1947 and wc (/rc l'cprintil~g it as wc feet it wt'll be of
interost to new readers,

SERIES of articles for the beginner, Mr.
Editor? That is rather a tall order, for a
glider pilot is always a beginner in the sense
that he still goes on learning; and each new discovery we make or each fresh flight we take onl<y
serves to emphasise how little we lmew before and how
much there is still unknown. But I will assume you
mean someone who has never left the ground, never
felt that sensation that On good days conlbines something of sailing and ski-ing and dancing and skating
and surf-riding, yet can make one feel helpless as a
leaf in a whirlwind 'on bad ones. , .. Still, for all its
excitement and thrills gliding remains one of the
safest of all sports, safer far than crossing a trafficheavy street or even than riding a bicycle. Boys
and girls of fourteen can fly just as well as grand.
parents in their fifties, and provided they are reasonably fit and healthy there is no reason why they
shouldn't. But I stress the fitness because gliding
is strenuous, far more strenuous than flying an
aeroplane or driving a car; and your motive power
lies almost as much ,in your brain as in the weather.
If conditions are right and you do not know how to
make the best of them you will get nowhere.
I would like here to quote something I read the
other day. It comes from Amold Haskell's < Balletl1aania.' Put gliding in the place of ballet and it is
very apt. 'This is a chronicle of hard work. The
dancer will never cut her rehearsals, but c1amoUl' for
more; and when she is not herself dancing she
watches others, in acute discomfort, for she will
make every movement inwardly and suffer with
every fault. She has neve,r finished learning. At the
height of her triumph she must submit herself to the
discipline and often to the abuse of her instructor,
To him she is never I Madame' but always the small
girl whose arabesque lacks perfection or whose
elevation is weak. What a mental and physical
training, this daily class, , .. I hav.e yet to meet

A
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the truly conceited dancer-that is, the dancer who
really believes her own pathetic little attempt at
bluff. There is always something new to be learned,
something that X excels in and that she herself
lacks.' And there yOll have the Secret of success,
or at least of proficiency, l'here cue plenty of
proficient glider pilots in the world, but the really
outstanding ones are almost as rare as the really
outstanding, "ballerina. Therein lies' its fascination.
A first-class sailplane pilot is a joy to watl::h. He
flies with a calculated perfection of movement, never
hmried, never jerky, yet always ,in the right place at
the right time-which may be due to some sixth
sense we others haven't got but is more probably
the result of long and careful training and a quick
and keen intelligence, allied to a sense @f rhythm.
It is not necessarily the pupil who learns fastest who
advances furthest. One of the best of the pre.wal'
German soaring pilots had such a record of crashery
and hamhandedness that he was twice turned out
of the school as useless, not worth the trouble of
training. Yet he persevered and became brilliant.
If you find it difficult don't despair. Gliding can
be as exasperating as golf, and one has off.days for
just as little apparent reason.
'that brings us to the question of patience. Elementary training can be carried on In almost any
kind of weather except witn a strong gusty wind,
but you are quite likely to turn up at the field and
find no flying, Why? Oh, because the towing
winch or car is out of order, or the skid 'wants fixing,
or the ground is too wet, or anyone of a hundred
other things. This is where the Club discovers the
. true worth of its members, for the ones that are any
good will roll up their sleeves and work till it is
dark~and even then sit on discussing gliding theories
till they have to make a dash for the last train.
There used to be a notice hangillg in the bar of the
London Gliding Club to the effect that there are
thirteen things to be done before you can glide and
that unless you haNe done one thing thirteen times
or each of them once, you are not pulling your
weight. I forget exactly what the thirteen were,
but they must have included opening up the hangars,
getting out and cleaning the machines, fillin~ up the
cars and winches with petrol and oil and water,
laying out the cables, collecting signal flags and landing marks and tools, towing the gliders out on to the
field, checking all controls carefully, rounding up
the time sheet and stopwatch. . . . That is nine,
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anyway. And to this you might add cutting the
grass, levelling the runways, painting and repairing
and bricklaying arou:l1d the hangars and club, and a
dozen more. \iVhere I learnt, we used to have to
put i:l1 an hour in the carpenter's shop for every
flight we made. There was always something to be
done in the way of repairing or rebuilding the Club
machines and a careless landing by somebody may
mean several weeks' work before the primary can
be used again. We built all our own machines, both
elementary and advanced types, and that gave us
a personal interest in their well-being that went a
long way towards preventing casua.l crashery.
A primary glider is a very sim.ple affair, strongly
built and almost foolproof. It has no pretence to
beauty of line or anything but fitness of purpose.
The wings are square-ended, the tail ungraceful, the
fuselage simply a couple of crossbars and some
wires. There is no cabin. The pilot sits out on the
nose with nothing between him and the earth but a
couple of webbing straps. There is a. joystick that
gives him fore and aft and lateral control and a
rudder bar for his feet that will turn him to left or
right. The movements are simple. Stick forward,
nose down; back, nose up; to the right, bank "ight ;

to the left, bank left. Push with your left foot, the
nose turns left. Push with your right foot, the nose
turns right. A:I1d that is all To these add one
rule-when in doubt push the nose clown and you
will come to no harm. Put unscientifically, what
holds you up is your speed through the air. In the
next article I will explain how and why. But for
the time being it is enough to remember that in
speed lies safety. Hold your nose up, the speed
drops, the air can no longer support you, and _you
stall. Dip your nose, the speed rises, and you have
control again. But you will lose a lot of height in a
stall, so avoid them like the plague unless you want
to bore a hole in the landing field. You will be taught
to judge your speed by the feel of the wind in your
face and the sound of it in your ears. If ever there
is a calm space and a silence, drop your nose quick.
It is not the air that has stopped moving, but you.
Figure out why afterwards. What you have to do
immediately is get up speed and regain control of
your machine, and that can only be done by diving.
vVhen you can hear and feel the wind again pull your
stick back gently and regain tl,le hor~zontal. Time
enough then to wonder what you dId wrong and
decide never to do it again!

1, ~ gave you the elementary ntles of
or rather, of gliding. Stick forward,
nose down; stick back, nose up. Stick right, right
bank; stick left, left bank. Left rudder, nose left ;
right rudder, nose right. And when in doubt,
stick forward and feet straight ahead. There you
have the five-finger exercises of gliding, and indeed
of all flying. From there it is up to you whether
you are keen to go on or not. You may stay in the
stage of being able to pick out a tune with one
finger, but there is no real reason why you should
not practise hard and perfect your technique till
you can play really well, though-to continue the
simile-unless you have the divine spark you may
never be a Paderewski or a Kreisler. It is just the
same with gliding. Given enough enthusiasm and
the right kind of encouragement and inshuction it
is easy to become a crack pilot even if you have no
natural gift for it, simply by being expert technically.
,But you must be keen and you must work hard.

The gliding badges are three-or five, if you aspire
to be one of the aces. They are International,
varying only in the letters at their head, each letter
representing the country of origin. The badge itself
is a blue enamel button worn in the lapel. The A
has one white seagull, the B two, and the C three
(as on page 23). Then there is a Silver C and a
Golden C, but these are relatively rare and it may be
a long while before you see one. The minimum
requirements are these : A:.-30 seconds free flight in El straight line.
B.-45 seconds flight making an S curve.
C.-A flight if 5 minutes above the release point.

Part
IN flying,

Study the records of any Gliding Club and you will
see that far more people begin to fly than ever keep
it up. They drop off for various reasons----expense,
illness, a disapproving parent, lack of time. Then
since most clubs can only function at week-ends the
weather is a great deterrent; rain and hail and fog
and snow can all make gliding most uncomfortable.
But if you can be one of the ten per cent. tough
enough to follow right through the course you will
have won your entry into a select band. In odd
places all over the world you will bump into someone \vho recognises your badge and from then on
you will be among friends, even though you can't
understand a word of each other's language.
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You will see that the fil'st two are easy-just a
matter of controUing the machine well enough to
bring it clown straight and level again a few seconds,
later (though it is quite astonishing how long thirty
seconds in the air can seem . . . .). For the C you
have to be capable of soaring-that is, of finding
and using an up-current. These exist in various
places. The easiest to find are those caused by the
wind sweeping up over the face of a hill. Unless it
is a very exceptional wind or a very exceptional hiU
you will not get ,'ery high OJ' very far, but with the
wind in the right direction you can be sure· of lift.
So most elementary gliding clubs are situated on
one of these hills. Primary training is carried' out
at the foot of the hill, and later on the pilots are
launched from the top, there to beat up and down
from one end of the slope to the other as long as
they please. This is not very exciting but it is a
good way to pile up time in the air and concentrate
011 technique.
Much more skill is needed when
flying fwm flat country. There the up-currents are
due either to cloud lift or to bubbles of hot air
breaking away through some irregularity in th~
ground. H takes knowledge to find these and
,experience to stay ill them, so I am going to leave
that till a more adva.nced lesson.
Your first day ';It the club will be spent learning
the uses of the aIlerons. These control the lateral
balance of the machine, and the movements become
instinctive almost immediately. Sit in the seat
with your feet up on the rudder bars, hold the stick
gently with one hand, look ahead to the horizon
and relax. One of the members will then rock the
wings and it will be your job to try and keep them
level by balancing movements of the ailerons. As
the right wing drops bring the stick over to the left
to counteract it. The right wing will lift; but if
you have over-cOl"rected, the left wing will drop
instead. This is why i said 'Relax.' Mal<e all
movements smoothly and gently and the glider will
respond. Remember, too, that all machines are
naturally stable. Later on you will be able to prove
this by flying handS and feet oft, \vhen the primary
wi·1I probably fly better than with you guiding it !
But don't try this tiJI you are expert. Just remember
that it can be done and give her her head.
After a few minutes you will be responding instinctively ,as soon as the machine is rocked, and
when the instructor thinks you have the hang of it

Part 2, I took you as far
1-N Certificate,
and up till now

as the I A '
it has been
immaterial whether you are learning on a level
aerodrome or a hill site. I have also assumed you
will be learning, not in a two-seater with an Instructor,
but alone in a primary. There is some divergence
of opinion here and yOll will find the experts arguing
fiercely. On the whole people prefer the method
they use themselves. You will find I have a bias in
favour of flat country and primary training, simply
becau$e I learnt that way myself. But I will try t@
give you both sides of the pictme.
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he will give you a 'ground slide.' Strapped in
the primary you will be towed behind a car, pulled
along by the winch cable, or just dragged by yom
fellow pupils from one side of the field to the other.
The idea is to keep straight and not let either wing
drop. If it does (and it wiIl) correct it by opposite
movement of the stick.
When you can do this effectively the speed of the
tow will be slightly increased and for one ecstatic
nwment the glider will be airborne_ I t will seem
enormously high at first and you will be amazed
and incredulous to find you were ne-ver more than
eighteen inches off the ground .. _ . But with each
successive tow from now on you will be taken higher
and higher, ahl'ays on tne end of the tow rope.
When you can fly straight and level right across the
field at a height of about fifteen feet the instructor
will give the signal for you to release the cable and
come down alone. (These signals are given by
flags, but as they unfortunately vary from club to
club I will not specify any for fear of muddling you.
The instructor will explain and all you have to do
is to obey Implicitly. He knows how to fly and he
knows how to make you fly, so ignore anything said
to yOll by your fellow learners and concentrate on
believing faithfully everything the instructor tells
you. That is why he is there).
At the Club where I learnt, it was -the custom to
stand a round of beer after the first free flight; on
others nothing is celebrated till you have yom- A.
This is just a matter of going on as you have begun
hl\ you are making tows of about 100 feet in height,
releasing the cable, and gliding straight ahead in free
Right. When yOll can stay thirty seconds in the air you
wiII be given the A-but not if you slow your airspeed
to stalling point in the effort to make the glide last
longer. The machine has a ' best angle of glide'
which you will discover hom experience. Learn
to keep your eyes on the horizon and you will soon
get the idea of where it should be. (f it disappears
and you see only blue sky, the noSe ,is far too high
and you are about to stall-dive her at once. If the
amount of ground is too large in relation to the
amount of sky you are flying with the nose too far
down. Lift it a very little till the horizon is in the
normal place. But inake all movements gently and
smoothly. Keep your muscles and nerves relaxed
and you will fly well.

One mason for the primary is that it is very cheap.
Its construction is so simple that any Club can make
OIle, and in case of minor crashery it is easy to repair.
Then, too, you have none of the awful sensation of
being left alone 011 your first solo. You are alone
from the very first moment you sit in the machine,
and you will find, surprisingly enough, that a flight
in a two-seater with an Instructor makes you less,
confident rather than more so. But I do think that
two-seater il\structiQIl later on is a great help. V/hen
you come to therma.l flying there are so many short
cuts to knowledge that can be better explained at
JULY

the time than after you come down, and the Instructor
has a chance to correct any small faults that may
have crept into your handling of the machine. This
can equally well be done by wireless-the only snag
about that Qeing that it sometimes fails to work and
lea yes you literally hanging in mid·sentence. . . .
But it is again a much cheaper method than the
two-seater, which unfortunately becomes increasingly
expensiYe.

them now or later. That must depend on your
Instructor.
If you are flying from a hill site you will now be able
to be launched from the hill. Later a small cabin
will be fitted over the nose of your primary to give
you a little more streamlining, or perhaps you will
miss out this step and go straight on to a slightly
more advanced type of trainer known as a secondal·y.
H flying from flat ground you will be promoted to a
longer cable. In any case your launches will now
be considerably higher above the ground and· you
wiu have more time to think before you land. Now
is the moment to try a slight turn-first a deviation
from the straight by pressing the foot only, then a
return to the original line with the aid of the stick
as well. You will see that if you only press your
right foot forward the machine's Hose will turn
rather heavily and clumsily towards the right,
whereas if at the same time you push your stick
a little over to the right the machine will incline
slightly and the turning movement will be much
easier and smoother. Look at any bird turning and
you will see that they bank quite steeply to\~ards the
inside of the tUI1l. If they did not they would skid
outwards. And the tighter the turn they wish to
make, the steeper the inclination.
So it is with aeroplanes and gliders. A shallow
inclination will give you a wide slow turn. a steep
inclination a tight fast turn. But in these tUl'llS
different forces begin to act' on the wing surfaces.
The air becomes a brake and you must fly with a
little more speed. Get in the way of dropping your
nose slightly before you start a turn. More accidents
have been caused by failure to keep up speed in a
turn than from a.ny other reason. That is why the
power pilot who stalls his engine after taking oH
should never in any circumstances attempt to turn
back into the aerodrome; he cannot get up speed
fast enough to counteract the braking effect of the
turn and so loses all the buoyancy that speed would
give him. So you can see that it is important to
maste.r turns till you can make them perfectly.
accurately. and instinctively. You will need them

Relax!

My bias in favour of flat country comes from there
being much more of it. There are so very' few slopes
that face in the right direction for our prevailing
wind, whereas the war has left uS with a great
number of good airfields not too far from towns. I
would like to see every reasonably sized cOl\lmunity
with its own Gliding Club, and there is no chance of
that if we have to depend on hills and their owners.
With a rope and an old car a glider can be got Into
the air; with a winch it is even easier. And from
there to aerotow is but a step. Once you get on to
aerotow you can continue to have fun perfecting your
aerobatics even when the conditions are hopeless for
either time or distance. But we are going ahead too
fast-back to the' B.'
There is so little difference between the conditions
required 101' the' A' and the' B' that it has been
possible in England to get them both on the same
day. I think this is wrong, as it may depend entirely
on luck. and nothing at all on your capacity to fly
correctly. I prefer the method of giving the' B) at
the end of a specified course in which you have
covered certain ground. In the Argentine, where
soaring flight has reached a very high standard, the
period of training includes about fifty launches during
which you leant tail wind landings (in case of
emergeney--or forgetfulness !), 360 0 turns, the differ·
ellce between the reactions of stick and rudder in
shallow and steep turns, spot landings, and the So
approach to an aerodrome. That to me makes the
, B' certificate very much more worth the winning
than if it merely means you have stayed up fifteen
seconds more than the next man. But again, that is
a personal bias. The fact remains that these things
have to be learnt if you are ever to fly properly and
safely, and it is quite immaterial whether you learn
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SOUTH AFRICA

SEVEN HOURS AND A SORE TAIL
Saturday, 6th December, during the 1952
Gliding Championships at Bloemspruit, I
decided to have a crack at the elusive five hours for
the last leg of my Silver C. The weather did not
look as promising as it had done for the past few
days, but I made up my mind to find a good spotif there was one handy-and stay there. I took off
at 11 o'clock and released at about 1,500 ft. in a
thermal which took me to 7,500 ft. Scanning the sky
it seemed that the clouds were less scraggy towards
Basutoland. Some clouds offered 110 lift so I had to
make my choice with caution. Cloud base was about
8,000 ft. above ground; I peeped into one or two
but the ronghness caused a quick exit to smoother air.
After a couple of hours, conditions seenied to
improve a little in the \Vest, so I flew towards
Bloemfontein again and at 2 o'clock I saw the
hangars of Bloemspruit and wondered what had been
on the menu. I ate a couple of biscuits-they were
dry, I was dry and my water bottTe was dry, having
sprung a leak.
At this point I turned east\vards again and near
Ladybrand ran into conditions which rather puzzled
me; fierce ups and downs in narrow widths. 'Being
over brol<en ground' went through my mind, but
there were no indications of high ground winds. To
the south the sky was clouding over. The clouds
n~arby were growing heavy bellies and linking up
WIth one another. To the north the sky was clear
except for a few scraggy looking c1ouds'- (It was at
this st~ge that 1 realised my tail was beginning to
ache, though I could not understand why).
Tiring of my , boiling pot area,' and thinking of
saving a retrieve, I headed home again. This was
nearly my downfall for at a quarter to four I was
coming down like a bomb, cursing the red ball. I
spotted a farmhouse where earlier I had received
some lift and flew in its direction with a silent prayer.
Gradually the red gave way to the green; forgotten
"'ere my sore tail and dryness! My one thought was
to get the most out of that thermal.
Back I went to my , boiling pot' with a joyful
heart, knowing that five hours were ' in the bag.'
Now my thoughts turned to home, but Thor, the
thunde, god, had different ideas, having no sympathy
for my' Thor tail' and providing a. drum symphony
to liven things lip,
What gives now I I thought as the' Toffee Apple'
gave a shiver. Opening the window I founc! that the
air was horribly cold; another rumble and the storm
started in earnest. As it was moving in a northerly
direction 1 flew eastwards, slightly below the cloud
front. Edging into the rain I found that there was
still lift there, although 'it was slightly rougher, then
I edged away again to smooth 10 ft. a second lift.
Each time I reached 9,000 ft. I turned away from
the storm until I had lost a thousand feet then
moved back again into the path of the smooth lift.
I continued this until about 5 o'clock, ha.unted all
the while by the thought of how to land; I had had
one experience of landing in a rain squall which cost
four days' repair work I

0

By E. B. V. Tolliss
in a • Bowlus Albatross'

At about 5.15 I sighted the dorp of Excelsior
around which were many ploughed fields. \Vith the
idea of getting well ahead of the storm before landing
1 pushed the speed up to 55-60 m.p.h. and hastened
northwards. At 6,000 ft. I ran into the biggest dust
devil I have ever encountered so I sat on top of it
and marvelled at the beautiful panoramic view I had
of the storm. To the left was a curtain of rain about
15 miles long. To the right, for approximately the
same distance, a curtain of sand rising like inverted
sea waves; dm-k at ground level but fading to a
lighter hue as it reached the cloucls above. (Farmers'
top soil disappearing into the blue! I).
There were several gaps in the sand curtain caused
by grassed areas, SOll1e with the sUl1shine piercing
through. The advancing curtain moved on, Excelsior
was there one moment and gone the next.
Now I made up my mind to attempt to reach the
end of the sand curtain before landing, so I waited
on my dust devil until the storm caught up then I
flew along the edge of it towards the BloemfonteinJohannesburg road. Before getting there I sighted
\l\I'inburg so once more left the storm and headed in
the direction of that town. As the country just
around \Vinburg is rather broken I used a very
smooth thermal to gain a little extra height. I put
the old' Toffee Apple' into a turn, and believe it or
not, she carried on with my hands and feet off the
controls for three minutes!
As a result of all this dilly-dallying the storm was
catching me up, so seeing a native in a ploughed field
I decided to land near him, and after circling the
farmhouse touched down in the field to find that it
was freshly ploughed and not so smooth, and the
• Toffee Apple' ended up in a contour furrow. The
time was 6 o'clock, exactly 7 hours after take-off.
Tenderly feeling my sore tail I discovered the reason
for my discomfort; I had been sitting on my pen knife!
My Zulu meant nothing to the native nor his
Xhosa to me, but I managed to make him understand
that I wanted him to hang on to the nose. A lorry
approached with two farmers and a load of natives,
and as I turned to greet them my native shouted;
the dust storm was upon us! I dived for the wingtip and for a moment bedlam was let loose with
everyone grabbing the nearest part of the machine.
\l\I'hen the first onslaught had died away I introduced
myself and the boys then dragged the' Toffee Apple'
into a courtyard of the farm buildings.
After a very welcome cup of tea we dismantled the
machine and put it into a new wool store. No sooner
was the machine safely housed than down came the
rain and I was paddling about with bare feet.
(During the excitement my sandals had got lost but
were produced later by two piccanins).
Over a \vhisky and soda I was introduced to the
rest of the family. Then followed a hot bath, a 'phone
message to my team mates, and a hot dinner. You
can't bea.t the Afrikaans people for hospitality!
Incidentally, the natives reckoned the 'Toffee
Apple' was a jet plane and swore that smoke came
from the boom !
' vYINGSPAN.'

).1
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SWITZERLAND

SAILPLANE CAMP IN DALLIKON.
From the 10th to the 25th lVlay a meeting was held
by the Zurich Gliding CIllb at Dallikon-29 pilots
took part. There wen~ 146 flights totalJiJ~g 70 homs,
27 minutes.
Breitenstein flew to Bella.ch (75 km.)" and to
Oetschwil (46 km.), Glutz to St. Gailen (72 km.},
Storchli to Oberbliren (60 km.), Ruckstuhl to Titisee
(156 km.), and Steinacher to Lachen (45 km. goal
flight) .
The 3rd International Gliding Contest at Bodensee
will be held from the 13th to the 17th August.

May some very successful flights were
DURING
made all over Switzerland. Here are the best
of the results:
HEIGHT:

Pilot
Saaplane
5,496 m.
• Air 100.'
Schachenmann
• Meise.'
4,915 m.
Kuhn
, Kranich.'
4,869 m.
Nietlispach
DISTANCE:
Pilot
Course
Sailplane
341 km. ]{uhn
From Courtelary to
\111 01 fertshausen
204 km. Hachler From Binfield to • S22.'
Vireloup.
179 km. Hosli
From Birriield to • l\!Ioswey.'
Gland.
GOAL:
308 km. ~ietlispach From Bie1 to • Meise.'
Valence.
212 km. Hachlef
From Birrfield to 'S22.'
G€nf.
66 km. Schmid
From Zwingen to • Spyr.'
La Chaux De
Fonds.

BREVITIES

to

' 522.'

to

• S22.'

WOMEN IN GLIDING.
5WlTZERLAKD.-]olantha Tschudi, Gold (C' has
now gained her first diamond. She flies at Berne.
GERMANY.-Hanna Reitsch, famous German prewar glider pilot, held a special gliding course for
women at Klippeneck. There wel'e 37 pupils.
FRANcE.-Marcelle Choisnet has gained her diamond • C' with a distance flight of 505 km. from
Beynes to Mareillac in an • Air lOG.' This makes her
the first feminine holdel' of a diamond' C' and also
gives her the French record.
Jacqueline Leroy has gained the feminine world
record for a goal Hight from Chavenay to Angouleme,
405 km., in an ' Air 102.'

to

' S25.'

FRANCE

to

' Spyr.'

On the Oth IVlay, Lepanse a,nd Roboan gaillecJ the
French two.seatel· goal flight record with a flight of
370 km. from La Ferte-Allan to Cognac.

Ot;T-A~D-RETUR~

193 km.

Pelzer

182 km.

Hachler

1:36 km.

\I\/itschi

136 km.

OUh

From Birrfield
Chasseral.
From BirrfieJd
COllrtelary.
From
Olten
Chasseral.
Olten
From
ChasseraJ.

BEGINNERS' PAGE-continued from page 13
all the time. In slope soaring you will be making
1800 turns along the side of the hill over and over
again; ill thermal soaring you may want to make as
many as two or three hundred consecutive perfect
3600 turns without ever coming out into the straight.
Practise them. in both directions assiduously. Most
people prefer a left turn to a right one, but you need
both and both should be equally good.
It is easier to keep a steady b~nk in an aeroplane
than in a glider because there are usually struts or
the engine frame or cowling in front of you. Keeping
this at an unchanging angle with the horizon is
simple. In a primary you have to judge the angle
of banl, b.y your own inclination from the vertical.
Keep your eyes on the horizon. If yOll look along
the dQwnward wing you will think the turn is much
steeper than it really is. And let your body go with
the turn. If you try to hold back, your upper

A lIticipatioll . . . _
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shoulder will begin to ache and you will have a
sensation of falling that is quite unpleasant. As in
your beginnirtg days, relax. Let yOtlrself lean into
the turn, make the movements of stick and ruddelas lightly and gently as possible, and you will feel
as if the wings really grow on youl- own body and
you are making the turn with a lift of the eyebrow.
When hands and feet are perfectly co-ordinated there
will be no sensation of either slipping in or sliding
out. TIle wind will blow steadily from directly in
hont of you. Should it press on tile upper side of
your face yOLl are sliding out and need a hifle more
bank. Should it blow on the lower side you are
slipping in and should tal~e the bank off a little. It
is not because either way is particularly dangerotlsit isn"t. But it is sloppy flying and should be
corrected till your instinct will not allow you to make
any but perfect turns 'every time. And when yOlJ
can do that you are well on the way to being a pilot t

Realisation ....

Preparation ...
15
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NEW ZEALAND

SAILPLANE FLIES

MILES

190
Extract from' The Herald,' April 9th, 195:3.
.. Wellington (J::I'.Z.), Thurs.-A flight of 190 miles,
from Oxford, Canterbury, to Taieri aerodrome,
Dunedin, has b~en m~de by Mr. S. G. Georgeson,
of Chnstchurch, III a sailplane.
" This beat his earlIer New Zealand record for a
gO-mile fl'ight, with a gain of 12,000 feet.
'.' In his record flight he reached 22,000 feet-a
~all1 of 14,000 feet. He did the journey of 190 miles
111 three hours."

. As can be seen by Georgeson's flight to Taieri
Aerodrome from Oxford near Christchurch a distance
of 190 miles, with maximum altitude of' 22,000 ft.,
and net gam of 14,000 ft., I assume he was aero-towed
to approximately 8,000 ft. in order to contact the
standing wave lift of the giant lenticular cloud, the
North West Arch, which lies parallel with the
Southern Alps and varies according to \vind velocities
and. may be 25 miles fn:~m the Alps, or directly over
ChnstclHlrc~, which IS Just over 40 miles from the
Alps. Position of the cloud is governed by the Tasman
Sea :v~nds over the Southern Alps and respective
velocltIe.s plus condensation. levels. I gave a brief
des.cnptlOn of the pOSSibilitIes of this cloijd in my
article,. December - January issues il949-fiO. The
potenhals of the North 'Vest Arch I ventured to say
wel'e almost of the category of the Bishop VI/ave,
acknowledglllg the fact that the Californian Sierras
were perhaps 5,000 ft. overall height in excess of the
Sout.hern Alps, and ther~fore 'would inevitably be pwportIonately more effectIvethan the ~Quth Island Alps.
On a rongh estImate With the AIr Force pilots at
Wigram, Cluistchurch, the ''''aye would be effective
up to 27,000 ft. and possibly 30,000 ft., always
Temembenng tha~ these figures could be improved
upon by survey. aircraft u~der all conditions carrying
·out tests as With the Bishop \Nave, to determine
peak areas o~ e~ec!ive lift. Exceptionally strong and
smooth 11ft IS Indicated in this cloud plus relative
wmd component to enable a climb to "22,000 ft. by
Georgeson and to average 63'.333 miles per hour over
the 19G. ~iles' fli 9ht: !hese figu,res speak for thems~lves of the l?osslblhtIes of a high speed :reoord goal
flight by a Iugh penetratIOn sailplane. I think an
average of WO miles per hour could be achieved with
very little effort. \Vhen a • Harvard ' trainer could.
soar from 7,000 ft. to 16,000 ft., and a' Tiger Moth'
f:om 6,000 ft. to 17,000 ft. throttled back, one can
nghtly assume that a high efficienqr sailplane of
~ to 15 lb. per sq. ft. of win? loading would go up
like a rocke~, and therefore With such a rapid altitude
gam, the distance along the HlO to 200 mile cloud
would be an absolute cinch, especially considerinO'
the penetratio~l of a • Prefect' is moderate compared
to a high efficlenoy machine.

*

Even if the North West Arch was not visible, due
to barometric phenomena, the strong.wave lift would
still be there, due to. the sharp deflection of the steep
slopes @f the Alps. My own aim was to have a crack
at the Arch, (Hardinge demonstrated in his own
, Olympia. ' all over N.Z. as our readers will remember),
but arrived just too late, for the cloud disappeared
same day of arrival and did not reappear during my
6~ weeks down South.
This flight of Georgeson's could be bettered, by a
take-oft several miles nOl'th.of Christchurch, but the
Dunedil1 end of the flight is made hazardous by strict
limitations of landing regions, the mountains and
broken terrain are liberal at the bottom of the South
Island, and not very nice country to flyover. The.
Wave would terminate around about Duneclin and
another 30 miles in the direction of InvercargiU
would be about the greatest possible estimate and
250 miles the absolute Emit.
I think a slope soaring flight of 400 miles is possible
on the Tasman Sea coast of the Alps, involving many
risks of enforced descents. It would need light plane
survey along the Alps at the most effective heights
under strong wind conditions, then someone with
much courage, a machine of high glide ratio and
penetration values. The wind is the 'least worry for
the North "Vesterly can blow unchecked for many
days with very high velocities. I hope to see more
flights of ,great distance by Georgeson, other flights
of his have escaped world attention such as a 3J hr.
flight and altitude of 10,200 ft. at Tekapo near
Mt. Cook, a desolate region but abounding with
natural barriers to give high a'ltitude slope flights.
Another flight as indicated by the press cutting,
states he has flo,vn 90 miles with altitude of 12,000 ft.
prior to the 190 miles' flight, I am greatly surprised
that these flights have not received international
recognition, for the reason that these accomplishments
have been kept virtually secret from the outside
world, although of relative importance to Gliding
in New Zealand.
.' It is up to the New Zealand Gliding Association,
If same still exists to give this news, for progress
only comes from making known the achievements of
their fellow countrymen, who must Ilave earned
praise by the amount of effort .required to work for
and plan such mer~torious flights. I sincerely hope
Georgeson will write his stories for Sailplane as the
many readers of Sailplane will wish to read a detailed
account of riding the Wave. As well as the tangible
efforts of the flight makers, what about the constructional teams going in other cities, What about
their progress, gliding types always like to hear the
progress of another new machine, regardless of how
fast 01" slow the assembly. All this detail is news
and it spurs the builders to greater efforts to find
that their machine is noted amongst the latest to
reach the jig stage ancl final assen'lbly.
ARTHuR

D.

HARDINGE.

SOUTHDOWN CLUB COURSES
Southdown Gliding Club are holding a Soaring Course, open to non-members,
at FRISION from AUGUST 15 to 22.
rhe course will be limited to pilots of • B 'standard and above.
Cost £12.
W"ite-Course Sec.: A. R. C. LENNARD, 48. Arthurdon R.oad, London, S:EA
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New Sailplanes being Built
By

. West
Australia

In

NEVILLE WYNNE

SYNDICATE of members of the Gliding Club
of West Australia is constructing two' Olympia'
sailplanes. Another member of the club is building
a :Munn ' Falcon' two-seater.
The' Olympia' project was originally started by
Geoff Higginson and HaTOld Luckly who, together,
bought the plans from Chiltons of England, in 1948,
for £21.
So far only 1,100 hours have been put into the
two machines and items finished are bulkheads (2
sets), tailplane, elevator and rudder (2 sets) and some
metal fittings.
Very little work has been carried out on the jobs
over the last two years, the reason being that Harold
Luckly (having taken up farming) is now a very busy
man, and Geoff Higginson has been severely handicapped by two things-namely, lack of a suitable
workshop and the fact that he is the secretary of the
G.C.W.A.
The first of these handicaps is now practically
overcome as Geoff has built a 30 ft. by 20 ft. 'Sailplane
Garage' in his backyard, after many troubles.
A syndicate of three has now been formed to complete one of the machines. It comprises Ray Eaird,
Max ]ohnson and Geoff Higginson.
Anoth~r 3,000 hours are forecast to complete the
, I;:l.B.].' syndicate machine, but no information is
available on the other job.
Materials (spruce, ply and sorne metal) were
obtained via Disposals from the R.A.A.F. To date
despite much enquiry, no supplies of the specified
steel tubing have been located.
The fuselage will be built on a very rigid type of jig,
now under construction, consisting of 22 feet of
6 in. by 3 in. R.S.]., with uprights and braces of
angle iron.
.
The paralchute from the' Yellow Witch '-bought
some time ago-has been put aside for use in this
machine. A Raspet nose pitot and retractable
landing skid are listed among certain ideas which
wiu be incorporated.
It is alsQ planned to equip the machine with radio
and oxygen.
The ' Falcon' two-seater is being built by Reg
Currell. He bought the plans recently from Mrs.
Munn, via Nial Hart, of Toowoomba.
He states that all materials are on hand (except
some tubing, including struts). He has just received
two sets of sutton harness which he bought from
Nial Hart.
Construction started in September. All work so
far has been carried out Oil the kitchen table and

A

floor. Finished articles include a full set of bulkheads, six mainplane ribs and some tailplane ribs.
Reg intends to manufacture small parts (like ribs)
in his Ford Custom as he travels arpund the countryside.
The fuselage will have a illl canopy, and will be ply
covered with a slight building up of the bulkheads
to obtain a more symmetrical section throughout.
The metal fittings are being made by Aero Services,
Pty. Ltd., of Maylands Aerodrome, vVest Australia.
Thirty-five pound~ ha\~e so far been spent on
templates lor the fittIngs. If anyone else is Illtel'ested
in metal fittings for the' I'alcon ' it might be advantageous for them to contact Aero Services or Reg
Currell, as two or three sets would certainly be
turned out at a cheaper rate than one set.
In addition to these three sailplanes, two members
are working on a ' Rhon Ranger' primary glider.
They are Frank Hawkes and Ross Mill, of Gnowangerup.
Good progress is reported; the fuselage being
almost complete. It is hoped to have it flying
sometime this year.

NEW ZEALAND CLUBS
BECOME ACTIVE
By

RALPH COURT.

A FTER
many years of hard
movement in New Zealand

work the gliding
has begun to get

under way.
The Auckland Gliding Clu b ' T. 31 • two-seater was
duly tested late in ] 'line and went straight to work on
circuits at a local ex-fighter 'drome, ' Atdmore.'
The. Air Force is renting the club a hangar, so our
worries are few. The strips are 4,600 feet long with
grass each side and at the ends.
AlJto tows with cl special Chev. chassis give
launches to 800 feet with 1,200 feet as the best to
date. A winch is being built, but auto tow is cheap
to operate.
So far we have completed more than 750 flights
since early ] u[y, and the average fl'ight has been
about foUl- minutes. Although early in the season we
have had many soal'ing flights already-the best
being 32 minutes (with myself in the back seat
shouting, • Tighter! Tighter I ').
. Quite a number of the boys are ready to solo, but
a~ a matter of pGlicy we are doing all flights dual
until we get a second machine.

MIDLAND GUD,I NG CLUB. LTD., Long Mynd.Church Stretton. Shropshire.

*

Summer Gliding Courses will be held as follows : Ju,ne 20th-28th, July 4th-nth, August 15th-23rd, August 29th-September 6th.
Inclusive fee for e~ch course of 9 days with accommodation, '" meals pe~ day and all flying, £15.
Full particulars from :-5. H. JONES, 82 Ravenhurst Road, Harborne, Birmingham, 17.
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Cost of the' 1'.31 ' was about £NZnO ready to fly.

News from Canadian Clubs

It is working out very well as a trainer, being easy

to build, maintain and fly.
We have bought an ' Eon Baby' sailplane from
the Midland Gliding Club in England and this is
being air freighted out for us by the Air Force at a
reasonable charge.
.It should be here very soon now and we hope to
have it flying ill December. Our' Olympia' is being
fI,Qwn more regularly now with Gordon Bookings
turning in some excellent local flights-best lately,
:3 hours 15 mins.
Dick Georgeson has sold his Slingsby , Prefect '
to Peter Renshaw-ex-Dunstable-now a doctor at
Dunedin.
Dick bought Philip 'vVills' • Vleihe' and will have
it here shortly.
Here is a brief summary of our gliding movement.
No mention is made of clubs just being formed.
Auckland Gliding Club. 30 members with a
, 1'.31 ' two-seater and a privately owned' Olympia.'
In transit is an' Eon Baby.'
Christchurch Gliding Club. Members have just
completed assembly of a '1'.31.' In transit is a
privately owned ' vVeihe.'
At Dunedin. A privately owned' Prefect' operated
by Peter Renshaw.

, Kangaroo

I

CALGARY
hear that Keith MacDonald and Adam
Hamilton are now co-owners of a 'TG-3,'
CF-ZBM, acquired from Vancouver. They're working
on its main spar and intend to do a spot of Raspet.
izing on it.
. Keith's • BGG' is nearing completion also, and he
hopes to test-fly it in ] une. He also has a ' Dagling ,
(the plutocrat!) in which he expects to be airborne
again shortly.
Adam is working on ,ideas, for a power take-off
from a Ford true]\: to drive a self-propelled winch.
vVith three gliders and a winch, these two should be
a going concern, and we hope to hear more of their
doings in the near futul·e.

W

E

Cl] NIM GLIDING CLUB
The club has taken delivery of a 'Cinema II,'
their first two-seater. This machine will fill a longfelt need for dual instnlCtion, and will be winch
launched for this purpose. Some repair work is
necessary before the' Cinema' can be flown however.
The long winter evenings were well spent in refinishing the • 1-19' and thanks are exten~led to
Foothills lwiation Ltd., whose dope room and
equipment were at the club's disposal. ''''ark is
also well under way on a trailer for this aircraft. A
new winch engine has also been acquired and put in
shape, thanks largely to the efforts 01 Nor'm Scott.

Passes Test Flights

OHN WOTHERSPOON'S new 18-metre span
, Kangaroo' two-seater was test flown at Gawler,
near Adelaide, on Saturday, February 7. First
handling tests indicated that the machine would have
a performance even better than that calculated for it.
The 'Kangaroo' was designed and built in
Australia by Edmund Schneider Ltd. It has an
eshmated gliding angle of one in 27.5.
Test flights were carried out by Mr. Schneider and
his son, Harry. The first hops showed that the
machine needed no adjustments at all before being
given a full launch.
The ' Kangaroo' is fitted with shoulder release
hooks, and on the first full launch-on the Adelaide
Soaring Club's Ford V8 winch-it reached a height of
1,500 feet even thOl~gh it was climbed slowly at first.
The dive brakes opened during stall tests on this
flight, indicating the need for an easily fitted over·
ride lock.
The second full launch produced a soaring flight of
15. minutes 'with stalls, loops and steep turns.
Test pilot Harry Schneider reported that the
machine flew beautifully, with fast, positive l-eaction
from all controls and a gentle stall at 22 knots
indicated on the A.S.I.-not calibr.ated.
He said the shoulder releases gave it pleasant
flying characteristics on tow, the machine responding
to the controls just the same as in free flight.
After a short flight in the machine, owner John
Wotherspoon said: ' It is a thoroughbred. It seems
to handle better than my • Olympia' did, and has a
better performance.'
, Selling at £1,550, I think this new machine will
prove popular overseas, and we wm explore it~
possibilities as a dollar earner.'

J

SOARING NEWS FRGM MONTREAL
Activities are well under way at St. Eugene. On
the week-end of May 2-3 Hbout 30 people were at the
field and all four gliders (' 1-23,' 'Mu 13,' , PrattRead' and' I-HI '). were lip at the same hme on
several occasions. A bout 100 flights have been put
in so far this year for a total (up to May 5) of around
2,060 minutes.
Probably the most interesting news from i\10ntreal
is-not really from Montreal at all, but fmm California,
where Cordie Hicks was given CL warm welcome hy
Paul Bickle (U.S.A. Diamond' C' No. 4-). Here are
some excerpts from a letter Gordie wrote to John
Agnew, which sOllnd exciting enough to boost
California's tourist trade: "
had dinner at Chuck
Yaeger'~ (the XS-l man)
found that Palll Bickle
was in charge of the instrumentation branch at
Edward field. I went to his home, saw aU his soaring
pictures, his cups (19 in all-won at western and
mid·western meets since 1948 approx.).
Paul asked me to El Mirage ... over the week-end.
He owns a • 1-23' equipped with oxygen, radio,
insulation, flush rivetting etc. I found El Mirage to
be comprised of a fair airport-:3 runways 2,5003,000 ft. long-alongside of which was CL dry lake,
three miles by one mile. Two or three miles from the
lake were two or three good hills for slope soaring.
The Sierras in the distance made possible, by their
location relative to the desert, a phenomena kl1O'\vH
here as shear wind. Hot air passing over the desert
is deflected up'wards over colder air approaching
from a different direction. In a sllear wind I am told
soaring is possible to 15-18 tlH:msand feet. Numerous
dust devils (quite spectacular to see) are to be Seen
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between 10 and 5 any hot day ... on Saturday it was
95 0 • These dust devils are visible evidence of tremendolls thermals. 'fhe only disadvantage to this
location is that it is in the heart of Mojave Desert,
140 miles from L.A. Alexis Dawydoff once said its
landscape looked like the moon.
Paul checked me out on a ' TG 1 ' and then let me
fly his' 1·23.' The tow plane wag. a ' PT23' (CorneB
With 225 h.p.-2,OOO ft. in 5-6 min.) Brieglieb.
himself, was tow pilot and used his skill to show me
exactly where to go to take ad vantageof the shear wind.
The air was extremely tllFbulent after take off,
worse than I have ever experienced-then a lullthen tremendous lift. When I released at Bi'ieglieb's
signal the lift was between 800-1,000 ft./min. Without the slightest effort on my part to centralize
(could not find centre) I was tossed up from 4,300 ft.
(airport at 2,800 ft.) the release altitude, to 11,100
ft. in
minutes.
Visibility was very bad. In addition there must
]1ave been a strong wind. I soon lost the airport and
the dry lake. However the Sierras below (with peaks
to 7;200 ft.) proved an effective guide to my small
tour of California. I headed along the Sierras in
the general direction of El Mirage at 25 m.p.h., with
a sink of 200-300 ft./min. At 7,500 ft. I contacted
Edwards Field, after which I soon saw El Mirage in
the distance through the haze. The remainder of
the flight proved uneventful. It was too bad to have
to return, it would have been so easy to push on."

They are strikingly similar to those published for the
, 1-19' before modification in the November-December
1952 issue of Soaring. The best gliding ratio was
found to be about 12.5 at 45 m.p.h., with a sinking
speed of 6 !t./mInute. The best sink is 3.5 ft./min. at
28-30 m.p.h. 'Ne have undertaken modifications
which wiB improve this performance by eliminating
several sources of drag.
BRO. HORMlsDAs.
Acknowledgments to Free Flight.

BREVITIES
~il1d

of

of Argentine glider pilots, headed by the President of
the FederatioIl of Gliding Clubs, visited the neigh?ounng country aboard a BristoL aircraft. The party
lI1c1nded Sr. Gallman and the respective winners of
Class A and Class B of the Fifth National Contest,
vValdemar Sturm and Gerardo Garcia.
By courtesy of the Government ten ' Grunau 9'
gliders and one' Grunan Baby Ha' sailplane were
given to. Chile. One @f the primaries, the ' Baby'
and a ' Kranich' two-seater were flown to Chile
inside the same aeroplane which took the delegation,
With the idea of participating in the aviation display
whIch took place in the city of Santiago from the 1st
to the 6th April.
Seven new gliding clubs are in process of bein"
formed in Argentina-the • Mel1doza,' • Gaviotin:
'El Dorado,' • Empedrado,' 'Zarate,' 'Cafayate,'
, Eva Peron.' Two of these are in the province of
Buenos Aires, the rest scattered over the republic.

n

VOL A VOILE-BUCKINGHAM GLIDING CLUB
\Ve had our first good soaring weather on Sunday,
April 19. By 9.30 the blue sky was studded with
white cllmulus puffs. Don iVIelhship went for the
• 1-19' at Pelldleton and was first seen back over
Buckingham at an altitude of 5,700 ft .• wher·e the
icy air forced him down. By that time Jean Guy
J oyce had the ' 2-22' up to 6,000 ft., but he also
came down after an hour and a half because of the
cold. By 2.30 Don and Wayman were back again at
cloud base at 6,500 ft. with lift' all over the plalCe.'
Thermals of 1,300 to 1,500 ft./min. were often
encountered. It is the first time I realized what it is
to fly a glider down to the ground. At 5.30 on the
hangar flight toGOO ft. I stayed up 20 min. Our
two craft made a little better than 9 hrs. of soaring
all in all.
The club suffers a loss with the departure of Don
Melliship. A most active, experienced pilot and
instructor, talented in all respects and gifted with
very amiable qualities, he helped along our little
club just at the right moment. The Club held a
special meeting on April 24 to wish him success as a
pilot with the Wheeler Airlines.
The Buckingham Gliding Club became inc;;orporated on Dec. 31, 1952. The first meeting of the
Directors was hel€!i on April 24 when several by-laws
were enacted for the betterment of the club. Four
new members joined the Junior Section.
A. \/Vayman successfully wrote the DOT exams.
for the Glider Pilot Certificate. He is barely fifteen
years old and thus he can claim to be the youngest
Canadian Glider Pilot.
The performance curves of the' 2-22' hav.e been
drawn up after several fligl1t tests for the purpose.
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Argentina

By ChIle and
invitation
the S}?orting Department of
the Santiago Ghdll1g Club a delegation
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CORRESPONDENCE
SIR,

I wish to congratulate you upon your article' The
Answer to Mr. Fletcher's Prayer' in the April issue.
A glider similar t@ the • Tondo Kuro Ill: the
• Kobold ' or a smaller version of the' Fallvel A.V.36:
would, I feel, answer the common man's requirements
for a light simple sailplane, .especially in a country
like New Zealand where conditions are rather different
to Europe. I{eep up the good work.
Yours,
C. NORRISON,
Boyd Avenue;
Auckland, S.E.5.

From R. Lllienfield
hy does the Silver C require a task of 5 hours
duration? In this enlightened day and age the
emphasis seems to be on speed; in the International
Championships the stress is on getting somewhere
fast. In breaking the world's distance record Dick
Johnson covered over 500 kms. at <one stage in under
5 hours. PeopTe have soared well above diamond
height in under this time. So, given the time, the
place and the equipment, someone is going to quaHfy
for three diamonds and not possess a Silver et
In the early days of soaring the main endeavour
was to stay up; this meant time not height nor
distance. Most of the flying in those days was done
on soaring slopes, and from what 1 can gather the
majority of the 5·hour duration flights still are.
\\llly. therefore, should the pilot who has no slope
be penalised to the extent of having to do excessive
thermalling for this length of time? The skill
required for this is surely far greater than that
required by the slope soarer. Turning in thermals
for 5 hours is probably equivalent to having your
own weight doubled for a lot of the time without a
proportionate increase in sitting area!
Then take the distance; a modern sailplane and
one good thermal is all that is required to fly the 50
kms. Also, in some parts of the world the 1,000
metre gain of height is so easy that it usually is
.accomplished on one's maiden thermal flight. SUI'el)'
th.e time has come to rwise the rules goverm'ng the
Silver C?
Recently it was announced that Gold C distance
would be acceptable if flown on a triangular course,
the legs of which are to be not less than 100 kms.
Surely this should qualify the successful pilot to a
diamond, as the turning points have to be 110minated
and observed, and the goal (base) declared? Then
again what about an out-and-return flight cover~ng
.300 kms. or mme? Here again the goal is nominated.
In both these cases the skill required surely outweighs the element of luck att.ached to venturing
300 kms. into tile unknown.

W

FOR SALE
Copies of Sailplane and Glz'der, dating back to 1931.
In bulk or singly. 'N'rite.-vV. R. Grant, Rowallan,
Forres, Morayshire, Scotland.
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ARGENTINA
FIFTH NATIONAL CONTEST
THE Argentine. Gliding Federation chose the
Cordoba Ghdmg Club as the field on which to
hold the National Contest, which ran fmm the 18th
to the 27,th February. Seventeen groups took part,
representing vanous clubs, the Air vorce and the
Air Ministr>:. There were tJurty.s~x sailpianes, one
of whl~h atnved 1Il free flight having covered 320 km.
from. its base at Esperanza. This was a 'Meise:
piloted by Luis Vastik.
Among the. par~icipants were several foreigners.
The French pilot Charles Atger, holder of the world
single-seater· duration record with 56 hours E5
minutes in. an • Air 100'; Jorge S. Munch OJ BrazH,
who flew 111 the w~r1d championships in Spain last
summer; and OClel Aravena Grez and Guillermo
Pena Vargas from Chile, who have recently completed a comse of training at Monflorite, Huesca.
As before entries could be made in either of two
classes; Catego~y. A, free for all, and Category B.
reserv.ed for tramm~ m.ach!nes. In each class only
one pilot from each msbtutIon could participate.
18/2/53. The contest for the first day consisted of
ut dIstance flight Jor Cat. A and speed in a goal flight
{to La Cruz, lIS km.l for Cat. B. The results were
undoubtedly a surprise. Nobody could have foreseen
such a variety of performances but the unlucky ones
will have leamt their lesson-that thernlals to the
South of Cordoba are few and far between.
~~is V~stik and
~svaldo Faggi
triumphed
bnlhantly m Cat. A With 208 km. vour' Grunau
Baby' pilots ~rrived at their goal. The best was Joe
Ortner WIth 73.7 km. per hour, followed by Di Santo,
only two mmutes behmd. Astonishing speeds for
, Baby's.'
.
The best flight of the day was that of Heinz
Scheidhauer ~Jll his' Flying Wing.' He did 353 km.,
landmg at Nlcolas Bruzzone. Captain Hector Bravo
flying a' Sky' did 320 km. but on landing at Vicuna
MackeTlua on a ploughed field he damaged his
machine and had to abandon the contest.
A .great satisfaction for OUl' country and more
espeCially for the C~ub U.rdinarrain was the flight of
Senonta Rosa B. Mmkevlch. who broke the feminhle
distance record with 198 km. to Estacion Chucul.
This magnificent flight beat the existing best of
Nedda ' Pinguina ' Kehl, 145 km .. This was tile only
record made dunng the contests m accordance with
the F.A.I.
The system of taking off in Indian file (as was
done at Orebw, Sweden) was a great success both
for .speed and simplicity.
'
19/2/53. Since it had not been possible to retrieve
all the Cat ..A sailplanes in time, the second day was
ol~ly for tr.all1l11~ machmes. The test was velocity to
V.IlIa Mana (106 km.). This proved to be very
difficult, only one pilot reaching the goal. Juan
Soria cof Pehuajo set up a speed of 39.7 km. per hour.
Gerardo GarCla came second but in spite of his noble
effort he was unable to get to the goal.
21/2/53. In spite of the strong \Viml which lasted
almost throllghout the contests this Saturday looked
JULY

a good day. The test for the' A ' class was Cl speed
flight with its goal a.t Rio Cuarto, 211 km. from the
start at J uarez Celman. Jose Cuadrado won this one,
registering 77.9 km. per hour, which was the best
Argentine speed for a goal flight of over 200 km.
Luis Vastik came second with 75.6 km./h., taking
only 5 minutes longer. Eight pilots in this category
reached the goal.
In Category B the test was goal flight, pilot's
choice. Five of the entrants chose Rio Cuarto (217
km.) and arrived safely, gaining the maximum 1,000
points. Jorge Munch made an interesting flight. He
chose Alcira (172 km.), took a couple of photographs
vertically above his goal, and went on to land at
Holmberg (221 l{m.), so gaining a Brazilian record
for distance. The Chilean, Ociel Aravena Grez, also
made a distance record for his country of 108 km.
but did not reach his goal. Sincere congratulations
to them both.
24/2/53. The meteorologists must have made a
bad guess on this day for the test was a return flight
for both categories. Cat. A had speed over a triangular
course with a total distance of 117.5 km. The turning
points were Jesus Maria (32 km.), Piquillin (47 km.)
and Juarez Celman (39 km.). Unhappily the wind
conspired against this interesting programme, perhaps
the best test of quality among the pilots. Not one
competitor succeeded in completing the triangle-a
grave problem for the Committee, which had not
allowed for such Cl result. By a majority it was
decided that the flights should be registered as
uncompleted goal flights. 'Pelusa' Sturm, who had
with great labour covered two legs of the three,
gained 86 points, which brought him to the top. A
notable second place went to Lorenzo Rodriguez in a
, Grunau Baby,' ahead 01 the rest of the high performance sailplanes.
.
In Class R. the test was speed over an out-andreturn flight to Piquillin. This also proved impossible
with the exception of the champion Gerardo Garcia
who, by successfully completing the out-and-return,
quadrupled the points gained by his nearest rivalsexcluding Sadi Valdez, who came second wi,th 56 km.
and 366 points. Of the rest, only tour anived at the
turning point. Among these was Joe Ortner who took
advantage of the little altitude still left over Piquillin
to glide back two kilometr.es and so gain' 17 points
over those who merely landed at Piquillin.
25/2/53. The first place in the contest was obviously
now going to one of the first three to date. The
picture was as follows : Sturm. Vastik. Faggi. Rodrigllez. Cuadrado.
Distance 720
Speed
748
Trianglel,180

1,025

1,025

976

868

200

Total

2,201

2,648

215

154
789
532

78
1,000
362

2,108

1,475

1,440
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As one can see Rodriguez had scored excellently
since he was only flying a ' Grunall Baby,' but both
his chances and those of Cuadrado were remote.
The latter, although he won both this day and the
next, was unable to advance more than two places.
In actual fact it was not necessary to wait till the
last day to know the result. After the fourth test
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to cover a few kilometres to win, so he complied
with the conditions and came well up in the final
marks. Vve congratulate this fine pilot from whom,
doubtless, we shall have many brilliant flights in
future.
Claus Haberle won the test with the exceptional
avera·ge of 74.5 km./h., tous gaining second place.
His first three flights in the contest amply justified
his final result.
The veteran instructor Saeli Valdez came second
with the high average speed of 70.8 !<m./h., making
him fifth in the final. Cados Di San to, third in tIle
day's test, mainta,ined his place. The fourth was
Ortner, who made only 56 km.jh. and so lost ground
in the final results.
All these, including Jorge Miinch, flew extremely
well in the contests, since they were kept on theil"
toes by the small margin of points between them.
CONCLUSION.
I n general the Contest was most successful, but
from our point of view it suffered from one dis"
advantage which is not helpful to gliding in our
country. The system of entering only one pilot on
behalf of an institution transforms the contests into
a club competition and 110t ,into a struggle between
individual pilots, which would give a better idea of
the capabilities of each one and be of greater general
interest.
The final results as between the various clubs and
entries are as follows : Entry.
Class A. Class 11. Total.

VValdemar Sturm was already well ahead. The test
was speed to Villa Maria, a distance of 156 km.
Jose Cuadrado won with 66.8 km./h.; Sturm came
second. Both Vastik and Faggi were penalised by
arriving three kilometres short of their !goal, our
system of points showing an exorbitant difference
between those who arrived and those who fell short.
Outside the contest, Marcelo Garoia and his' Sky'
made 76.7 km.jh.; an excellent flight. Charles
Atger did equaHy well in arriving at Villa Maria in
the old' Viking.'
In Class B. the results were remarkable and
Gerardo Garcia was already well in the lead.
Ga.rcia. Ortner. Di Santo. Haberle. Valdez.
Speed
34R
Goal
412
Out and
back
1,000
Distance 1,174
932

1,000

7:3

987
:362

32
3(iO

574
263
942

1,000
246
248

1,000
246
1,112

776
117
1,000
:l66
453·

Totals
3,86fi 2,852
2,84:3
2,750
2,7[2
Clam; Haberle gained 1,1l2 points with his grand
Ihght of 360 km. to Del Camp.illo. This is. the best
Argentine distance so far achieved in a 'Grunau
Haby.' Ortner landed in General Levalle, 315 km. ;
Gerardo Garcia flew 312 km., landing very near
Ortner.
As a result of this day's contest there was very
little to choose between the points gained by the
four pilots after Garcla.
26/2/53. By good retrieving the Class A sailplanes
were enabled to compete on this fifth and last day.
Excellent work! The strong wind made it appear
that this would be a reoord day, so the test was made
one of distance. The prospects were fulfilled with
some good flights. Once more Jose Cuadrado was in
the lead; he and Luis Vastik landed together at
Intendente Alvea with 45,2 and 45~ km. respectively.
No other pilot did over 400 km.
The new champion vVaJdemar Sturm landed at
Melo (355 km.). Faggi with his heavy . [{ranich '
achieved 332 km. On the' laminar' Baby Reinaldo
Picchio did his, best flight of the contest with 330
km. to General Lcvalle. Near there landed Roberto
Vilches (31O km.). Charles Atger took the old
• Viking' for the longest outing of ,its career alld
covered 365 km. to Jovita..
27/2/5:3. The first places in the Baby class were
still in doubt. The test was J uarez Celman to La
Cruz, speed, as on the first day.
Since Gcrardo Garcia already had a lead of more
than a thousand points over his nearest competitors
he could afford to risk a rapid flight straight to the
goal, but he preferred to be comfortable and hit lip
an average speed of only 4fi.3 km./h. He only had
HAVE YOU A

PROBLEM? ,

Whether you're an expert or a
newcomer to gliding, if you need
advice or information give the
Sailplane a ring. Our information is the
most up-to-date and .reliable in the
world. SL·OANE I 7287 handles
dozens of calls a month And will
help you if you have a problem.

I. Esperanza..
3,683
4,622
8,3013
2. Condor
4,:341
3,750
8,091
:3. Albatros
3,534
:3,71fJ
7,250
4. Air Ministry
:3,23()
3,668
6,'904
G. OUo Ballod
1,91:3
3,731
5,644
G. Tucuman
1,828' 2,233
4,061
7. Pehuajo
7513
1,7:39
2,494
8. Cordoba
600
1,549
2,149
9. Urdinanain
I,:nO
1)93
1,96:3
"10. Air Force
1,911
UHI
11. Trenque Lauquen
1,500· 1,500
12. Awl..
1,41()
1,41()
I:l. IRAV
1,292
1,292
0
(jJ:l
fil:l
14. Rosario
IG. Parana
3,1
ii29
560
16. San Martin
45f>
45fl
17. Pun"ta Indio
:304
:l94
'Ne would not like to end this commentary without
reference to the valiant help given once again by the
Argentine Gliding Institute. Professor Georgii, father
of gliding, witll the efficient help of Senor H@vestiin charge of the Depa'ftment of Aerophysics of
InAV-gave daily meteorological reports to aH the
contestants and thus enabled them to make the best
use of local weather conditions. VUELO SILENCIOSO.

R.OYAL AERO CLUB CERTIFICATES
(Isaud under dere&ltion b, the B.G.A.)
CE.RT.IF.lCATES I ~'
.•
144 (18208-113511)
187
• C'
..
28

I.'

8ilnr 'C'
·Gold • C'
No.

3155
7116

Name.

D. T. Bellis
N.!'. Cnller ..

22

MAY, 1.63

•

• B' URflFICAfES
A. T,e. School or Cfidillg Clrtb.
R ..... I'" Delling
We,tern "'rea G.C.

Drtt'l fakl1l1

23.
'19.
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SOARING
Your Gmttem
Have you earned a gliding or
soaring certificate? Then you
have something which very few
people in the country, and even
in .the world, possess.

The A

Tbe B

Tbe C

Silver C

GLIDING
BADGE

GLIDING
BADGE

SOARING
BADGE

and GoldenC

SOARING BADGES
The A, B, C, Silver C and Golden C
badge you received is different
from the usual emblem you see
people wearing. In most cases
the buttons in people's lapels
signify that their subscriptions are
paid up. In your. case it means
more than payment of dues. It
means you've done something. It
means that, without a motor, you
are striving to outdo the flight of
birds. Wear your badge--and wear
it proudly I
1953

No.
7216
10001
12003
12468
13802
14294
144311
14521
145611
15274
15808
15953
16104
16208
16209
16210
16211
16212
16213
16214
16215
16216
16217
162111
16219
16220
16222
1f,223
16224
16225
16226
16227
I 62'll:l
16229
16230
16231
16232
16233
16234
16235
16236
16237
16238
16239
16240
16241
162-12
16243
16244
16245
16246
16247
10248
10249
16250
16251
16252
16253
16254
16255
16256
1625i
16258
16259
16200
16261
16262
16263
16264
16265
16266
16267
162011
16269
1627U
16271
16272
16273
16274
10275
10276
16277
10278
16279
162110
16281
16282
16283
16284
10295
16286
16287
16288
16289
16290
16291
16292

Name,
R. G. Proctor

J. E. Hl1tchinsoll
J. Dale
..

B. N. :-;t. Clair
R. A. J. C1eg!:
J. A. [,aekie

"

'l'llrll.l~r

R.
E.
R.
D.
A.
K.

Haughall
Crant
Dispain
R. King
E. James
R. Pearsoll
B, H"llgart
..
H. E. D. Mayo>
B. J. Canllon ..
D. W. Nobhs ..
P. 1. Pilkington
S, C. Peck
B. \'·alson
H. C1arke
B. R. Acm1tngc.::
D. G. M. D-avhi

\\.. J.

R. P. ColeUlHn

B. Davidsoll
1', E. Jon~",
J. r..iston
D, A. Plant
D. J. \\'hillock
L. &ott

\V. CollicF
S. <;. JOhll:iU1l
B.Cox
D. C. [bOOll
M. E. Paul
F. J. Sharp"
G. W. Smith
B. 'f. Gray
..
R. J. C. CandJ'
E. A. \V. Griffin

J.

Harper ..

W. j, Lambert

J.

G, Sihver ..
A. J. Sw""t .
J. B. Franklin
U. R. SUltOIl
O. Hilldc
..
\'. H, Crabb ..

T. \\'. Ellis

..

B. H. Fitldhouse
P. C. Phillip!' ..
B. M. :-;adgrove
A. C. A. Whillal
V. H. Price
\\'. Mackay
A. Milchell
..
K. E. FOuntain
E. P. Topsficl<l
J. J,. Hoyle
B. Cros,';
..
..
W. P. J. HorlkillSOIl ..
.... R. H. Parkl",
G, Holtne5
~1. CroIt
S. \\'alla~'C
..
F. R. Andcrsull
B, O. H. Brke
)1. DOl:llcll
A. K. JOlles ..
B. R. )Ioy,;es
A. \V. McLelalld
C. P. \VHItler ..

D. B. Sharman
\\'. M. Moncur
1'. D. Newat"k ..
Micllacl "·adc
J. M. )Iallge ..

J.

~.

Young

R. P. Allell
p. J. Mitchdl
~. G. Anderson
G. 1'. Fisher

.T.

Cranwell G.C.
;';0.48 G.S.
~TO. 7 G-S. ..
No. 1 G.S.
No. 840.S.
Bristol G.C.
No. 102 C.S,

1'0. 168 G.S.
No. 44 G.S.
Nu. 26 GoS.
:-10.83 C.S.
:-10.141 C.S.
No. 89 C.S.
No. 24 G.S.
No. 84 G.S.
No. 31 G.S.
No. 31 G.S.
Nu. 23 G.S.
Nu. 89 G.S.
Moonrakers <';'.C.

Drownc

R. G. Sollars
R. S. Craigie
R. e. Baker

D.

A. T.C. School or Glidillg Club.
.\rmy G.C.. ,
Cambridge U.C.C.
No. 146 G.S.

LCUllOX

M. O. Coalc5
D. 1\IcLenuall
D. H. 1'. Hellry
P. H. Hickman
J. \V. TomJiItSlU
A. E. Boyetl ..
D. C. Blldd
A. D, Slokes ..
T. Hawk,ins ..
R. M. G. Garllt:.c
J. J. Rooke ..

23

H.C.C.LS.
Nu. 125 C.S.
No. 24 G.S.
No, 146 C.S.
No. 166 G.S.
Nu. 166 G.S.
No. '2 G:B.
No. 92

,~.s.

Nu. 130 G.S.
No. 3\ GoS.
Nu. 31 G.S.
No, 125 G.S.
Nu. 31 n.s.
No. 122 G.S.

No. 168 C.S.
No. 31 G.8.
Nu. IU4 G.S.
No. 146 G.S.
No. 31 G.S.

No. 92 G.S.
No. 43 G.S.
~o. 4~ C.S.
No. 125 G.S.
No. 92 G.S.
Ko. 125 G.S.
Nu. 122 c..S.
:\'0. I C.S.

No. 82 G.S.
No. I G.8.

No. 43 G.S.
H.C.G.I.S.
122 G.S.
No_ 42 G.::;.
1:'0.82 G.S.
No. ISS G.S.
Nu. 82 G.S.
~o. 126 G.S.
R ..-\.F., Delliug
~o. 7 G.S.
2'10.7 G.S.
Brislol G.c.
Bri5tol G.L.
No. ISS G.S.
No. 188 COS.
No. 188 G.S.
No. 31 C.S,
Bri",tol G.C.
No. 141 G.S.
No. IO~ C.B,
No. 141 G.S.
~o.

!'fo. 142 G.S.

H.C.G.1.S.
No. 166 G.S.
Royal Eng:int:.e.rs
No. 161 G$.
No. 141 G.~.
No. 126 G.S.
No. 89G.S.
1'0.49 G.i\.
Ko. 104 G.S.
No. 2 G.S.
Dristol G.C.
Nu. 2 G.S.
No. 23G.S.
No. 7 G,S.

No. 161 G.S.
No. 126 G.S.
No. 92 GoS.
No.1I9G.S.
Walton Area G.C.
No. 123 G.S.
No. 130 C.S.
No. 105 G.S.
Nu. 122 C.S.

Dafe taken

10. 4.53
24. 2.53
23. 5.53
10. 5.53
10. 5.53
26. 4.53
26. 4.53
10. 5.53
3. 5.53
23. 5.53
10. 4.53
9..5.53
26. 4.53
26. 4.53
25. 4.53
7.

~.53

8.
19.
19.
19.
19.
3.
19.
15.
26.
22.
26.
26.
15.
19.
25.
4.
3.
12.
3.
3.
25.
10.
3.
25.
26.
22.
25.
:I.
:I.
26.
25.
3.
25.
:1.
26.
3.
3.
23.
8.
4.
3.
15.
12.
:I.
22.

3.53
4.53
4.53
4.53
4.53
4.53

:r.

3.
22.
9.
3.

3.
3.
Ill.

9.
IU.
9.
IU.
10.
9.
10.
22.
10.
IU.
IU.
3.
15,
3.
HI.

3.
25.
3.
26,
IU.
15.
1U.
15.
10.
3.
15.
I.
26.

~.53
~.53

~.53

3.53
4.53
4.52
3.53
4,53
4.53
4.53
4.53
4.53
5.53
5.53
4.53
4.53
5.53
4.53
4.53
2.53
453
5.53
5.53
~.53
~.53

5.53

~.53

5.53
4.53
5.5:1
5.53
4.53
4.53
4.53
5.53
3.53
4.13
5.53
4.53
5.53
5.53
11.52
5.53
5.53
5.5:1
5.53
5.53
5.53
5.53
5.53
5,53
5.5:1
5.53
5.53
4.53
5.53
5.53
5.5:1
4.53
3.53
5.53
5.5'3
5.53
4.53
5.53
4.53
5.53
2.53
5.53
3.53
5.53
5.53
3.53
3.53
4.53

No.
16293
1629.
16295
16297
16295
16299
16300
16301
16302
16303
16304
16305
16306
16307
16306
16309
16310
16311
16312
16313
16314
1631S
16316
16317
16318
16319
16320
16321
16322
16323
16324
16325
16326
16327
16328
16329
16330
16331
16332
16333
16334
16335
16336
16337
16338
16339
16340
16341
16342
16343
16344
16345
16346
16347
16348
16349
16350
16331

Na.me.
M. C. )Ics.senger
L. G. D. Richard.
J.C. BeaU)' ..
D. N. Birch
R. E. p. Collins
E. \". C. EmC:rv
B. Spires
...
1,. J. Thisllclon
F. "·right
B. T. 1.jrclt
M. J. Reseigh
J. L. Dayer
A. \V. D. Fern.s
H. E. Holm"" ..
V. G. Howells
R. ~Iiller
J. White
J. Wrigle)'
PaulilJ(' M. .-\dy
..
Edwin \\'. RichardsOIl
J. S. B. Gardiner
J. 1'. \I'ild
..
V. C. Redfem ..
R. H. MC.-\rlhur
D.F. Burnelt
A. F. II.'righl ..
S. Fryer
IV. Roberls ..
..... '1'. Crawford
B . .-\. G. Barda)'
A. Bain
V. D. Keir
..
A. G. Carnau ..
E. C. Halliday
R . .fillings
..
B. Pagc
T. J. Rickell ..
D. C. Dcvall ..
I. J. GiJ1l10re
J. H. Comploll
J. R ..l\l'ayne ..
Bcr)'l M. Bigg
G. S. Slephcllsoll
T. C. ~Jiall
J . .-\. Gray
D. A. Else
P. A. J. N'ash
"'. A. Ingram
D. A. Reyuolds
..
Marguret R. Crabtrtt
C. ChrisliaUSOIl
A. J. \\1. \"hilaker ..
)1. N. Bishop
L. F. Boniface

P. C. Aranha ..
R. F. S. Ely ..
N. Slevens
R. Carley

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
"
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
.•

..
..
..
..
..

..

J.

..

A. T.C. School or Glidi"g C/I/b.
MOOl1rakers G.C.
No. 48 C.S.
No. 68G.S.
!'io. 23 G.8.
No. 105 C.S.
'Valton Area G.C.
No. 123 G.8.
!':o. 89 G.S.
LlIl1cburg G.C.
No. 82 COS.
1'0.82 C.S.
No. 89 G.S.
No. 2 C.S.
No. 24 G.S.
No. 68 C.S.
No. 2 G.S.
1'10.2 G.S.
No. 126 G.S.
Surrey G.C.
No. 104 C.S.
No. 2 G.S.
No. 183 GoS.
London G.C.
No. 183 G.S.
No. 8~ G.S.
London a.c.
No. 23 GoS.
No. 186<>.5.
Newcaslle G.C.
'\Veslmil1ster SChool
No. 7 G.8.
No. 7 C.S.
H.C.C.I.S.
Brislol C.c.
No. 104 C.S.
No. 104 G.S.
No. 186 G.S.
Hallon Apprentices
Batton Apprentice5
No. 2 G.S.
Surrey G.c.
Bristol C.C.
No. 123 G.S.
No. 130 C.S.
?'io. 106 G.8.
;<loo 22 G.8.
No. 68 G.S.
Midland G.C.
No. 126 G.S.
Southdowu G.C. ..
.-\\'ro C.C.
Cranwell G.C.
R ..-\.F., Delling
No. 168 G.S.
No. 104 G.8.
1\.'0. 104 G.S.
No. 104 G.S.
No. 102 G.S.

Drtlc lakclI

25. 4.53
6. 5.53
17. 5.53
10. ~.53
2. 5.53
4. 3.53
9. 5.S3
7. 4.53
28. 3.53
21.12.52
28. 9.52
23.11.52
10. 5.53
3. 5.53
3. 5.S3
25. 4.53
19. 4.53
17. 5.53
13. 5.53
10. 5.53
19. 4.53
12. 5.53
7. 7.50
12. 5.53
10. 5.53
2. 8.52
10. 5.53
26. 4.53
26. 4.~3
24. 5.53
3. 5.53
26. 4.53
27. 3.53
4.10.52
10. 5.53
5. 4.53:
3. 5.~3
2[1. 5.53
20. 5.53
9. ~.~3
13. 5.53
23. 5.53
23. 5.53
I. 3.53
17. ~.53
6. 4.53
24. 5.53
8. 3.53
19. 4.53
24. 5.53
24. 5.53
10. 5.53
10. ~.53
10. 5.53
22. 3.53
22. 3.53
22. 3.53
25. 5.53

• C' CERTIfiCATES

No.
6448
10601
10953
11615
11781
12848
12924
13486
13309
13609
13968
14093
14111
14204
1'4480
14809
J'5113
1'5227
15447
15646
15866
15898
16270
16302
16316
16327
16341
16252

Namt.
G. R. &.'oU "
J. E. Hulchin:roll
F. 'fylee
G. C. Freneh
J. E. Topll. ..
G. C. Lewis
11'. T. I•. Reed
H. Heda)'at ..
J. F. G. 610nhal1l
M. O. De Caris
J. r. B. Young-man ..
C. A. Cropper
R. C. Hastings
B. D. C. MeC"rtl",
C. i\. Eo ~'enn
.
J. Graham
R. <;. Al1derson
S. T. I.illle
O. G. Graham
B. M. NicholsoIl
J. R. E. Mills
G. E. P. Pipe ..
C. 1:. \Varnet· ..
1'. \I'right
..
V. C. Red!ern ..
E. C. Halliday
"'. A. Ing-ram
V. H. Pri<.", ..

Ell,,,,,,

..

Daft: take,.
I. 8.~1

U.3.53
9. 5.53
14. 5.53
4. 4.53
26. 4.53
17. 7.52
2. 8.52
13. 9.52:
9. 5.531
30. 3.53
24. 3.53
23. 3.53
31. 7.52
26. 4.~3
26. 4.53
26. 4.53
26. 4.53
16. ~.53
29. 4.53
25. 1.53
9. 5.53
9. ~.53
3. 5.53
14. 1.50
9. 5.53
12. 4.53
3. 5.53

ex.

Bristol G.C.
Midland C.C.
No. 68 G.S.
SlLYER 'C'

No.
418
419
420
~21

Name.
Johl1 Bishop ..
Allau Pickup ..
John Welsh
Charles Donnan

..
..
..
..

The Long Mynd, Church Stretton,
Shropshire. Telephone: Linley 206.
New members welcome. Ab·
initio training by two-seaters.
Slope, thermal and wave soaring.
Resident engineer.
Dormitory.
Catering at week-ends.
Secretary: S. H. ]ones,
82, Ravenhllrst Road,
Harborne, Birmingham, 17.

THE DERBYSHIRE AND
LANCASHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Camphill, Great Hucklow,
Derbyshire.
2-seater ab initio instruction,
intermediate a.nd high performance
flying.
Dormitory and Canteen facilities.
Apply to the Secretary for details
of MeJ.l1bership.

THE LONDON GLIDING CLUB
LTD.
DUDstable Downs, Beds.
Tel.: Dunstable 419.
Flying Membership:
Entrance Fee £6. 6s. Od.
Annual Sub. £6. 65. Od.
(or 11/6 monthly)

Non-Flying Membership:
Entrance Fee Nil
Annual Sub.

A. T.C. School or Glidi"t UIlb.
No. 48 G.8.
cambridge. U.G.C.
Surrey G.C.
Cuter.loh G.C.
No. 80 C.S.
No. 1~3 G.S.
R ..-\.F., FMsberg G.C.
No. 80 C.S.
No. 203 G.S.
No. 44 G.S.
Cambridge U. C.C.
Coli. of Acrollautit'1!o
Coil. of .l\erollflutks
No. 80 C.S.
No. 83 G.S.
Oxford G.C.
No. 123 G.S.
R.A.F., Waltn G.C.
No. 1680.8.
)Ioonrakers G.C.
Derby. & Lanc!.
H.C.a.I.s.
H.C.G.1.S.
Jtunebnrg G.C.
~ndol1

THE MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
LIMITED

A. T.C. School 0' Glidillt CIIlb.
2nd 'f.A.F. G.C. ..
~Iidland G.C.
Luneburg G.C.
Arm)' G.C...

JULY

Date laken.
13. 4.53
10. 5.53
17. 5.53
25. 5.53

1953

£2, 2s. Od .

Flying Instruction: Wednesdays,
Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays.
Twelve Club aircra.ft, including
, Olympias • and' Sky' Sailplanes.
Holiday Courses are open to nonmembers:
9-16 May
6-18 July
10-22 August
31 Allgust-12 September

THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING
CLUB,
SUTTON BANK, YORKSHIRE.
Ab-initio Training. Full Flying
Facilities for all Pilots,
New
Members Welcome.
For full particulars apply to : Miss Sue Parke,
• Norlands •
Middlecave Road, Malton.-Hon.
Secretary. Yorkshire Gliding Club.

.s~',

lOWER BELGRAVE STREET
LONDON, S.W.~
SLO nS7

~utlge~teb ~ift~ for~our jfrienb~
~ Soa.·ing

Subscription to I SAILPLANE'
INLAND

25/6 PER YEAR

(EYRE

12/9 6 MONTHS

&

SPOTTISWOODE)

116/ 6 1

The classic English book on the subject.

OVERSEAS

25/6 PER YEAR

Flight'

by Terence Horsley

12/9 6 MONTHS

'Gliding and Power Flying'
by , Stringbag..'

BOUND VOLUMES

(OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS)

Attractively bound volumes of' SAilPLANE

Drawings by Stanley Sproule.

& GLIDER' for 1952 are now being pre-

A delightful little handbook.

pared. Supplies are. we regret. limitedmake sure of yours by ordering now and
avoid disappointment. Price Two Guineas.
A few vols. available for 1948 and 1950.

I

Weather Forecasting'
(LONGMANS)

S.W,C. Pack.
• Invaluable '-Royal Aero Society.

SPECIAL OFFER
A complete set of • SAILPLANE'S' for
1952 in the EASIBINDER, leaving room
to contain all th is year's issues. Is offered
Q,t the specially reduced price of 3S/-.

I

by A. C. Douglas.

BACK NUMBERS
We possess a small
selection of back numbers dati ng from 1934
onwards.
If readers
desirous of obtaining
copies will state their
precise
requirements
we shall endeavour to
accommodate them.
Price: 2/- "er copy.
January. 1950 onwards;
2/6d. for aB preceding
issues.

I~

All PRICES include Postoge and Packing to any part of the Worli!.

To THE GLIDER PRESS, LTD.,.
8, LOWER BELGRAVE STREET.
LONDON, S.W.I

Please send to the address below the (ollowing;-

Name
Address

Ir;;-;;l

(JOHN MUIIRAY)

*
AND-

Gliding and Advanced Soaring'

.
CH~QUEf.I'05TAL

ORPER for

I~

enclosed her.ewlth.

T he aeroplane
The Ano Lanca,,{er ~IHl'k ~.
Prohably t.he bE',;f
}'.~nown hea'",y
bomber ill ,;ervice
with the Royal Ail'
I·'orce during the W'lI'.
Span: J()2'. Length: Ii\}' -1".
["Olll' Rolk H.oy('('
"f'I'lin engi"l(,';.

the pilot
Unly H) when he had h'., fil'.'iL experiencc
of 'p[a,ne,;, J. H. (" Jimmy ") On'el1l, Chi~·r
Pilot, of A. Y. Roe & Co. Limited, ha ., to ,htll'
logged over 8,000 fly,ing hoUl'';. B0"idc,; thc
Lancaxter, he has had a hand in .t,he
development of the Lanca4"ian, the Lilll,,)ln anunlOl'e ,recently - of I.he 'l'udor Serie, and the
U.I02 Jetliner. R8joined Avpo after varioux
charte,' and felTy,ing jiobx in 1942, 'l.nd ha., been
\\'il.h them ever since. On the ShE'll and BP
.\viatiou Serviee he COlntnents, " .e,-en in tho
SYl.1Hllelst. place the ",elTicc has h().('n good."

Shell and BP
A viation Service
Piloh all .''',v tlw ".ame: Shell anti DP
Aviation S8rvice i" f11'"I·cl,\';s. Always punctual
Always helpful. A l\\'a)'8 cheerflllly on t·he spot
at Britain's major aidichb. And - quite a,
i1IllpOl.'ta.nt ~ e\~ery ore,,- is a. po:-<it i,'c Inille of
10e>1,J information. Xo ',onder tha.t for all
kind" of operator,; t,he familia" Shell and BP
fueller is a[way.. a vcqr welcome sight.

SHELL-MEX AND D.P. I,TD., SheU-Mex HOll,e, Strand, LOlldoll. W.C.2.
Di'("'ihutOl'x in the United Kingdom for the Shelllllld Allglo-Il'Unian Oil ~.;rOllp',

